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Abstract—Topological graphic passwords (Topsnut-gpws) are
one of graph-type passwords, but differ from the existing graph-
ical passwords, since Topsnut-gpws are saved in computer by
algebraic matrices. We focus on the transformation between text-
based passwords (TB-paws) and Topsnut-gpws in this article.
Several methods for generating TB-paws from Topsnut-gpws are
introduced; these methods are based on topological structures
and graph coloring/labellings, such that authentications must
have two steps: one is topological structure authentication,
and another is text-based authentication. Four basic topological
structure authentications are introduced and many text-based
authentications follow Topsnut-gpws. Our methods are based
on algebraic, number theory and graph theory, many of them
can be transformed into polynomial algorithms. A new type
of matrices for describing Topsnut-gpws is created here, and
such matrices can produce TB-paws in complex forms and
longer bytes. Estimating the space of TB-paws made by Topsnut-
gpws is very important for application. We propose to encrypt
dynamic networks and try to face: (1) thousands of nodes and
links of dynamic networks; (2) large numbers of Topsnut-gpws
generated by machines rather than human’s hands. As a try,
we apply spanning trees of dynamic networks and graphic
groups (Topsnut-groups) to approximate the solutions of these
two problems. We present some unknown problems in the end
of the article for further research.
Keywords—Text-based passwords; graphical password;
topological graphic password; computational security; en-
cryption.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphical passwords (GPWs) are familiar with people in
nowadays, such as 1-dimension code, 2-dimension code, face
authentication, finger-print authentication, speaking authenti-
cation, and so on, in which 2-dimension code is widely used
in everywhere of the world. A 2-dimension code can be
considered as a GPW, since it is a picture. Researchers have
worked on GPWs for a long time ([5], [6], [7]). Wang et al.
propose another type of graphic passwords (Topsnut-gpws) in
[20] and [21], which differ from the existing GPWs.
As an example, we have two Topsnut-gpws shown in
Fig.1(a) and (b), where T is as a public key, H is as a
private key. The authentication in network communication is
given in Fig.1(c). By observing Fig.1 carefully, we can see
that the labels of nodes (also, vertices) and edges of two
Topsnut-gpws T and H form a complementary relationship,
and the labels of each edge and its two nodes in T and
H satisfies some certain mathematical restraints. Another
important character of Topsnut-gpws is the configuration, also,
the topological structure (called graph hereafter). Thereby, we
say that Topsnut-gpws are natural-inspired from mathematics
of view. In general, Topsnut-gpws are easy saved in computer
by algebraic matrices, and Topsnut-gpws occupy small space
rather than that of the existing GPWs such that Topsnut-gpws
can be implemented quickly.
Topsnut-gpw can be as a platform for password, cipher
code and encryption of information security. As Topsnut-
gpws were made by “topological configurations plus number
theory”, we will apply a particular class of matrices to describe
Topsnut-gpws for the purpose of writing easily in computer
and running quickly by computer. These matrices are called
Topsnut-matrices, and can yield randomly text-based pass-
words (TB-paws for short) for authentication and encryption
in communication. For the theoretical base, we will introduce
some operations on Topsnut-matrices in order to implement
them for building up TB-paws flexibly.
As known, Topsnut-gpws are related with many mathe-
matical conjectures or NP-problems, so Topsnut-gpws are
computationally unbreakable or provable security. A Topsnut-
gpw G has an advantage, that is, it can generate text-based
passwords with longer byte such that it is impossible to rebuild
the original Topsnut-gpw G from the derivative text-based
passwords made by G. This derives us to explore the area
of generating text-based passwords from Topsnut-gpws in this
article. We believe this transformation from Topsnut-gpws to
text-based passwords is very important for the real application
of Topsnut-gpws.
A. Examples and problems
We write “text-based passwords” by TB-paws, and “topo-
logical graphic passwords” as Topsnut-gpws hereafter, for
the purpose of quick statement. We will make some TB-
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Fig. 1. (a) A Topsnut-gpw as a public key; (b) a Topsnut-gpw as a
private key; (c) an authentication 1〈T,H〉.
paws from a Topsnut-gpw depicted in Fig.2. Along a path
P1 = y
2
2,10x
1
3,1x
1
4,6x
1
1,1x
1
2,6 shown in Fig.2, we have a TB-
paw
D1 = 3163321891571570125125
obtained from the labels of vertices and edges on the path P1.
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Fig. 2. A Topsnut-gpw G cited from [24].
The Topsnut-gpw G depicted in Fig.2 admits an odd-elegant
labelling f : V (G)→ [0, 189] such that each edge uv ∈ E(G)
holds f(uv) = f(u)+f(v) ( mod 190) to be an odd number,
and f(x) 6= f(y) for any pair of vertices x, y ∈ V (G), as
well as f(uv) 6= f(st) for any two edges uv and st of G.
By cryptography of view, the Topsnut-gpw G has twelve sub-
Topsnut-gpws T 1i and T
2
i with i ∈ [1, 6] to form a larger
authentication, where T 1i with i ∈ [1, 6] are public keys, and
T 2i with i ∈ [1, 6] are private keys. Moreover, a sub-Topsnut-
gpw T 11 pictured in Fig.3 distributes us a TB-paw
D(T 11 ) =095950979709999101210310199
105610910310746111105611310711
581171091191012311310121111
Obviously, to reconstruct the sub-Topsnut-gpw T 11 from the
TB-paw D(T 11 ) is difficult, and the TB-paw D(T
1
1 ) does
not rebuild the original Topsnut-gpw G at all. It means that
the procedure of generating TB-paws from Topsnut-gpws is
irreversible. On the other hands, this Topsnut-gpw G can
distribute us (570!) · (190!) · 2190 TB-paws D(G) shown in
the formula (22), such that each TB-paw D(G) has at least
380 bytes or more.
1
6,6x
1
1,1x
Fig. 3. Two sub-Topsnut-gpws T 11 and T 16 obtained from the Topsnut-
gpw G shown in Fig.2, in which each edge uv ∈ E(T 11 ) (or uv ∈
E(T 16 )) holds f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod 190).
For the encryption of data and dynamic networks, we
propose the following problems:
Problem 1. How to generate TB-paws from a given
Topsnut-gpw?
Problem 2. How many TB-paws with the desired k-byte
are there in a given Topsnut-gpw?
Problem 3. How to encrypt a dynamic network by
Topsnut-gpws or TB-paws?
We will try to find some ways for answering partly the above
problems in the later sections. In graph theory, Topsnut-gpws
are called labelled graphs, so both concepts of Topsnut-gpws
and labelled graphs will be used indiscriminately in this article.
B. Preliminary
The following terminology, notation, labellings, particular
graphs and definitions will be used in the later discussions.
1) The notation [m,n] indicates a consecutive set {m,m+
1, . . . , n} with integers m,n holding 0 ≤ m < n, [a, b]o
denotes an odd-set {a, a + 2, . . . , b} with odd integers a, b
with respect to 1 ≤ a < b, and [α, β]e is an even-set
{α, α+ 2, . . . , β} with even integers α, β.
2) The number of elements of a set X is written as |X|.
3) N(u) is the set of vertices adjacent with a vertex u,
degG(v) = |N(v)| is called the degree of the vertex u. If
degG(u) = 1 we call u a leaf.
4) A lobster is a tree such that the deletion of leaves of
the tree results in a caterpillar, where the deletion of leaves
of a caterpillar produces just a path.
5) A graph G having p vertices and q edges is called a
(p, q)-graph.
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6) A spider S is a tree having paths Pi = ui,1ui,2 · · ·ui,mi
with mi ≥ 1 and i ∈ [1, n], its own vertex set V (S) =
{u0, vk, ui,j : k ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1,mi], i ∈ [1, n]}, such that
its own edge set E(S) = {u0vk : k ∈ [1,m]} ∪ {u0ui,1 :
i ∈ [1, n]} ∪ (⋃ni=1E(Pi)), and m + n ≥ 3. Clearly,
degS(u0) ≥ 3, and 1 ≤ degS(x) ≤ 2 for any vertex
x ∈ V (S) \ {u0}. We call u0 as the body, and each path
Pi is a leg of length mi of S.
7) A ring-like network Nring has a unique cycle Cm, and
each vertex ui of Cm is coincident with some vertex vi of a
tree Ti with i ∈ [1,m].
8) The set of all subsets of a set X is denoted as X2,
but the empty set is not allowed in X2. For example, for a
set X = {a, b, c, d}, then X2 contains: {a}, {b}, {c}, {d},
{a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, c}, {b, d}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d},
{a, c, d}, {b, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}.
Definition 1. [33] A labelling h of a graph G is a mapping
h : S ⊆ V (G) ∪ E(G) → [a, b] such that h(x) 6= h(y) for
any pair of elements x, y of S, and write the label set h(S) =
{h(x) : x ∈ S}. A dual labelling h′ of a labelling h is defined
as: h′(z) = maxh(S)+minh(S)−h(z) for z ∈ S. Moreover,
h(S) is called the vertex label set if S = V (G), h(S) the
edge label set if S = E(G), and h(S) a universal label set if
S = V (G) ∪ E(G).
A combinatoric definition of set-labellings is as follows.
Definition 2. [33] Let G be a (p, q)-graph.
(i) A set mapping F : V (G)∪E(G)→ [0, p+ q]2 is called
a total set-labelling of G if F (x) 6= F (y) for distinct elements
x, y ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G).
(ii) A vertex set mapping F : V (G)→ [0, p+q]2 is called a
vertex set-labelling of G if F (x) 6= F (y) for distinct vertices
x, y ∈ V (G).
(iii) An edge set mapping F : E(G)→ [0, p+ q]2 is called
an edge set-labelling of G if F (uv) 6= F (xy) for distinct
edges uv, xy ∈ E(G).
(iv) A vertex set mapping F : V (G) → [0, p + q]2 and a
proper edge mapping g : E(G) → [a, b] are called a v-set e-
proper labelling (F, g) of G if F (x) ∩ F (y) = ∅ for distinct
vertices x, y ∈ V (G) and two edge labels g(uv) 6= g(wz) for
distinct edges uv,wz ∈ E(G).
(v) An edge set mapping F : E(G) → [0, p + q]2 and a
proper vertex mapping f : V (G) → [a, b] are called an e-set
v-proper labelling (F, f) of G if F (uv) 6= F (wz) for distinct
edges uv,wz ∈ E(G) and two vertex labels f(x) 6= f(y) for
distinct vertices x, y ∈ V (G). 2
Definition 3. ([4], [34], [41]) Suppose that a connected
(p, q)-graph G with 1 ≤ p − 1 ≤ q admits a mapping
θ : V (G)→ {0, 1, 2, . . . }. For edges xy ∈ E(G) the induced
edge labels are defined as θ(xy) = |θ(x) − θ(y)|. Write
θ(V (G)) = {θ(u) : u ∈ V (G)}, θ(E(G)) = {θ(xy) : xy ∈
E(G)}. There are the following restrictions:
(a) |θ(V (G))| = p.
(b) |θ(E(G))| = q.
(c) θ(V (G)) ⊆ [0, q], min θ(V (G)) = 0.
(d) θ(V (G)) ⊂ [0, 2q − 1], min θ(V (G)) = 0.
(e) θ(E(G)) = {θ(xy) : xy ∈ E(G)} = [1, q].
(f) θ(E(G)) = {θ(xy) : xy ∈ E(G)} = [1, 2q − 1]o.
(g) G is a bipartite graph with the bipartition (X,Y ) such
that max{θ(x) : x ∈ X} < min{θ(y) : y ∈ Y } (θ(X) <
θ(Y ) for short).
(h) G is a tree containing a perfect matching M such that
θ(x) + θ(y) = q for each edge xy ∈M .
(i) G is a tree having a perfect matching M such that θ(x)+
θ(y) = 2q − 1 for each edge xy ∈M .
A graceful labelling θ holds (a), (c) and (e) true; a set-
ordered graceful labelling θ satisfies (a), (c), (e) and (g),
simultaneously; a strongly graceful labelling θ holds (a), (c),
(e) and (h) true; a strongly set-ordered graceful labelling θ
complies with (a), (c), (e), (g) and (h) meanwhile. An odd-
graceful labelling θ holds (a), (d) and (f) true; a set-ordered
odd-graceful labelling θ obeys (a), (d), (f) and (g), simultane-
ously; a strongly odd-graceful labelling θ holds (a), (d), (f) and
(i) true at the same time; a strongly set-ordered odd-graceful
labelling θ fulfils (a), (d), (f), (g) and (i), simultaneously. 2
Another group of definitions is about the sum of end labels
of edges, we present it as follows:
Definition 4. ([4], [42]) A (p, q)-graph G with 1 ≤ p−1 ≤ q
admits a labelling f : V (G)→ H , where H is an integer set.
For edges xy ∈ E(G) the induced edge labels are defined as
f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) or f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod M) for
every edge uv ∈ E(G). And f(V (G)) = {f(u) : u ∈ V (G)}
is the vertex label set, and f(E(G)) = {f(xy) : xy ∈ E(G)}
is the edge label set. There are the following constraints:
c-1. f(V (G)) ⊆ H .
c-2. f(V (G)) ⊆ [0, q − 1].
c-3. f(V (G)) ⊆ [0, q].
c-4. f(V (G)) ⊆ [0, 2q − 1].
c-5. f(V (G)) ⊆ [0, 2q].
c-6. f(uv) = f(u) + f(v).
c-7. f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) when f(u) + f(v) is even, and
f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) + 1 when f(u) + f(v) is odd.
c-8. f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod q).
c-9. f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod 2q).
c-10. f(E(G)) = [0, q − 1].
c-11. f(E(G)) = [0, 2q − 2]e.
c-12. f(E(G)) = [2, 2q]e.
c-13. f(E(G)) = [1, 2q − 1]o.
c-14. |f(E(G))| = q.
c-15. f(E(G)) = [c, c+ q − 1].
c-16. There exists an integer k so that min{f(u), f(v)} ≤
k < max{f(u), f(v)}.
c-17. G is bipartite with its bipartition (X,Y ) so that
max f(X) < min f(Y ).
We call f to be: (1) a felicitous labelling if c-3, c-8 and
c-10 hold true; (2) an odd-elegant labelling if c-4, c-9 and
c-13 hold true; (3) a harmonious labelling if c-2, c-8 and c-10
hold true, when G is a tree, exactly one edge label may be
used on two vertices; (4) a properly even harmonious labeling
if c-5, c-9 and c-11 hold true; (5) a c-harmonious labeling if
3
c-2, c-6 and c-15 hold true; (6) an even sequential harmonious
labeling if c-5, c-7 and c-12 hold true; (7) a H-harmonious
harmonious labeling if c-1, c-6 and c-14 hold true; (8) a
strongly harmonious labeling if c-3, c-8, 16 and c-10 hold
true; (9) a set-ordered harmonious labeling if c-3, c-8, c-17
and c-10 hold true; (10) an set-ordered odd-elegant labelling
if c-4, c-9, c-17 and c-13 hold true;
II. TECHNIQUES FOR GENERATING TB-PAWS FROM
TOPSNUT-GPWS
Our methods for generating TB-paws from Topsnut-gpws
are mainly based on the following disciplines: Topsnut-
configurations, graph-labellings, Topsnut-matrices, Topsnut-
matchings and graphic groups, these are two invariable quan-
tities of Topsnut-gpws.
A. Topsnut-configurations
By simple and clear statements, we utilize the odd-
graceful/odd-graceful labellings and Topsnut-configuration to
show several methods for creating TB-paws.
1) Path-neighbor-method: As known, each of caterpillars
(see Fig.4) and lobsters admits an odd-graceful labelling [41].
H is a caterpillar of a (p, q)-graph G admitting a set-ordered
odd-graceful labelling f . So, the deletion of leaves of H is just
a path P = u1u2 · · ·un in the caterpillar H , such that each ui
has its own leaf set L(ui) = {vi,j : j ∈ [1,mi]} with mi ≥ 0
and i ∈ [1, n], and the vertex set is
V (H) = V (P ) ∪ L(u1) ∪ L(u2) ∪ · · · ∪ L(un)
See a caterpillar T depicted in Fig.4. Thereby, we can get a vv-
type TB-paw Dv(P ) = f(u1)f(u2) · · · f(un) and a vev-type
TB-paw
Dvev(P ) = f(u1)f(u1u2)f(u2)f(u2u3) · · · f(un−1un)f(un)
by the path-method for deriving two types of TB-paws from
Topsnut-gpws.
1u 2u
1,1v2,1v
iv ,1
1,1 mv
1,2v2,2v
iv ,2 2,2 mv
ku
1,kv2,kv
ikv , kmkv ,
1nu nu
inv ,1
1,nv
2,nv
nmnv ,
inv ,
1,1  nmnv
1,1nv2,1nv
Fig. 4. A general caterpillar T .
From a path Q = u1u2u3u4u5 revealed in Fig.5, we can get
a vv-type TB-paw Dvv(Q) = 037102512 and a vev-type TB-
paw Dvev(Q) = 03737271015251312 by the path-method.
Next, we introduce the path-neighbor-method.
Let a vertex u have its neighbor set N(u) =
{v1, v2, . . . , vmu} with f(vi) < f(vi+1), we have a vv-type
TB-paw
Dvv(u) = f(u)f(v1)f(v2) · · · f(vmu)f(u)
and
Dvev(u) =f(u)f(uv1)f(v1)f(v1v2)f(v2) · · ·
f(vmu−1vmu)f(vmu)f(vmuu)f(u)
1
2 3 4 5
Fig. 5. A labelled caterpillar H , also, a Topsnut-gpw.
by the mini-principle, and moreover we get a vv-type TB-paw
D′vv(u) = f(u)f(vmu)f(vmu−1) · · · f(v2)f(v1)f(u)
and another vev-type TB-paw
D′vev(u) = f(u)f(uvmu)f(vmu)f(vmuvmu−1)
f(vmu−1) · · · f(v3v2)f(v2)f(v2v1)f(v1)f(v1u)f(u)
by the maxi-principle. Let N(v1) = {v1,1, v1,2, . . . , v1,mv1 }
with f(v1,j) < f(v1,j+1), where v1 ∈ N(u). By the mini-
principle, for the edge uv1, we write a vv-type TB-paw
Dvv(uv1) =f(u)f(v1)f(v2) · · · f(vmu)f(u)
f(v1)f(v1,1)f(v1,2) · · · f(v1,mv1 )f(v1)
(1)
by the mini-principle, denoted as
Dvv(uv1) = Dvv(u) unionmultiDvv(v1), (2)
and moreover we can write a vev-type TB-paw
Dvev(uv1) = f(u)f(uv1)f(v1)f(v1v2)f(v2) · · ·
f(vmu−1)f(vmu−1vmu)f(vmu)f(vmuu)f(u)
f(v1)f(v1v1,1)f(v1,1)f(v1,1v1,2)f(v1,2) · · ·
f(v1,mv1−1v1,mv1 )f(v1,mv1 )f(v1,mv1 v1)f(v1)
(3)
by the mini-principle, denoted as
Dvev(uv1) = Dvev(u) unionmultiDvev(v1). (4)
Similarly with (2) and (4), we can write D′vv(uv1) = D
′
vv(u)unionmulti
D′vv(v1) and D
′
vev(uv1) = D
′
vev(u) unionmultiD′vev(v1) by the maxi-
principle.
For example, by means of a caterpillar H exhibited in Fig.5
and two formulae (1) and (3), we have two vv-type TB-paws
Dvv(H) =0373941434547037246810371025272
9313335102510122512131517192123
D′vv(H) =047454341393703710864237103531
292725102512102512232119171513
according to the mini-principle and the maxi-principle. Simi-
larly,
Dvev(H) =037373939414143434545474703
73523343162982710371015251727
19292131233325351025151013122
5121133155177199211123
4
is a vev-type TB-paw by the mini-principle, and moreover,
D′vev(H) =04747454543434141393937370372
7102983163343523710273725352333
21311929172715251025131215102
5121123921719517315113
is obtained by the maxi-principle.
It is easy to see that there are many ways to
generate vv-type/vev-type TB-paws from a Topsnut-gpw
made by a labelled caterpillar, except the mini-principle
and the maxi-principle. In a vv-type/vev-type TB-paw
f(ui)D(N(ui))f(ui), we say head = f(ui), f(ui) = tail,
and D(N(ui)) = body in the vv-type/vev-type TB-paw
f(ui)D(N(ui))f(ui). So, we have (mi)! permutations for
writing D(N(ui)), and a caterpillar with the path u1u2 · · ·un
distributes us
∏n
i=1(mi)! vv-type/vev-type TB-paws at least.
2) Cycle-neighbor-method: By a caterpillar T depicted in
Fig.4, we add an edge u1un to T for joining the vertex u1
with un, the resulting graph is denoted as T ′ = T + u1un,
in which there is a cycle C = u1u2 · · ·unu1. So, we have a
vv-type TB-paw
Dvv(T
′) = Dvv(u1) unionmultiDvv(u2) unionmulti · · ·
unionmultiDvv(un) unionmultiDvv(u1)
= [unionmultink=1Dvv(uk)] unionmultiDvv(u1)
(5)
along the cycle C, and a vev-type TB-paw
Dvev(T
′) = Dvev(u1) unionmultiDvev(u2) unionmulti · · ·
unionmultiDvev(un) unionmultiDvev(u1)
= [unionmultink=1Dvev(uk)] unionmultiDvev(u1).
(6)
Since we have n initial vertices of the cycle C =
u1u2 · · ·unu1, so the number of vv-type/vev-type TB-paws
distributed from C is equal to
Ntbp(C) = n · (m1 + 1)! · (mn + 1)! ·
n−1∏
i=2
(mi)!. (7)
3) Lobster-neighbor-method: In [41] and [42], the authors
have proven: Each lobster admits one of odd-graceful labelling
and odd-elegant labelling. Thereby, we can apply lobsters
to make Topsnut-gpws, or we select sub-Topsnut-gpws being
lobsters of Topsnut-gpws to derive vv-type/vev-type TB-paws.
Another advantage about lobsters is helpful for us to produce
random Topsnut-gpws that generate random vv-type/vev-type
TB-paws.
Recall, a lobster is defined as a tree T such that the deletion
of leaves of T results in a caterpillar, that is, the remainder
T − L(T ) is just a caterpillar, where L(T ) is the set of all
leaves of T . In other words, each lobster can be constructed
by adding leaves to some caterpillar. The results in [41] and
[42] enable us to build up lobsters admitting odd-graceful/odd-
elegant labellings by caterpillars admitting set-ordered odd-
graceful/odd-elegant labellings through adding leaves.
We show an example for illustrating “adding leaves to
a caterpillar admitting a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling
produces a lobster admitting an odd-graceful labelling”. Based
on a caterpillar H , as revealed in Fig.5, we can see that
Fig.6 gives the procedure of “adding randomly leaves to H”,
and the labelling new edges is shown in Fig.7, and moreover
the procedure of “labelling new vertices and relabelling old
vertices” presents the desired odd-graceful lobster (see Fig.8).
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Fig. 6. Adding leaves (with red vertices) randomly to a caterpillar H
exhibited in Fig.5 for producing a lobster.
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Fig. 7. Labelling new edges.
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Fig. 8. An odd-graceful lobster obtained by labelling new vertices
and relabelling old vertices and old edges.
We, now, come to introduce the lobster-neighbor-method for
getting vv-type/vev-type TB-paws from a Topsnut-gpw made
by an odd-graceful lobster in the following algorithm.
Theorem 1. There exists an efficient and polynomial algo-
rithm (LOBSTER-algorithm) for generating vv-type/vev-type
TB-paws from Topsnut-gpws made by odd-graceful lobsters.
Proof. We, directly, use an algorithmic proof here for gener-
ating vv-type/vev-type TB-paws from Topsnut-gpws.
Step 1. Suppose that a lobster T corresponds to a caterpillar
H obtained by deleting some leaves from T . Write L′(T ) as
the set of deleted leaves, so H = T − L′(T ). Conversely, T
is obtained by adding the leaves of L′(T ) to H . Let P =
u1u2 · · ·un be the path as the remainder after the deletion of
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leaves of the caterpillar H , and let g be a set-ordered odd-
graceful labelling of H . Thereby, we have
Dvv(ui) = g(ui)g(vi,1)g(vi,2) · · · g(vi,mi)g(ui)
with vi,j ∈ N(ui) = {vi,j : j ∈ [1,mi]} and
Dvev(ui) =g(ui)g(uivi,1)g(vi,1)g(vi,1vi,2)g(vi,2)
· · · g(vi,mi−1vi,mi)g(vi,mi)g(vi,miui)g(ui)
with vi,j ∈ N(ui) = {vi,j : j ∈ [1,mi]}. Thereby, we have a
vv-type TB-paw
Dvv(H) = Dvv(u1) unionmultiDvv(u2) unionmulti · · · unionmultiDvv(un)
= unionmultink=1Dvv(uk)
(8)
and a vev-type TB-paw
Dvev(H) = Dvev(u1) unionmultiDvev(u2) unionmulti · · · unionmultiDvev(un)
= unionmultink=1Dvev(uk).
(9)
Step 2. Adding randomly leaves to H for forming a lobster
T . Since g is a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling of the
caterpillar H , so V (H) = X ∪ Y with X ∩ Y = ∅,
and any edge xy of H holds x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such
that max g(X) < min g(Y ). By the hypothesis above, we
can write X = {x1, x2, . . . xs} with g(xi) < g(xi+1) for
i ∈ [1, s− 1], and Y = {y1, y2, . . . yt} with g(yj) < g(yj+1)
for j ∈ [1, t − 1]. Suppose that each vertex xi is added
leaves from the set L(xi) = {ui,j : j ∈ [1, ai]} with
i ∈ [1, s], and each vertex yj is added leaves from the set
L(yj) = {wj,k : k ∈ [1, bj ]} with k ∈ [1, t]. Here, it is
allowed some ai = 0 or bj = 0. The resulting tree is just T .
Therefore,
|E(T )| = |E(H)|+
s∑
i=1
ai +
t∑
j=1
bj ,
and write M = |E(T )| − |E(H)|.
We define a labelling f for T in the following steps.
Substep 2.1. We label the edges xiui,j of T in the
increasing order: f(x1u1,j) = 2j − 1 for j ∈ [1, a1],
f(x2u2,j) = 2j + f(x1u1,a1) for j ∈ [1, a2], and
f(xkuk,j) = 2j +
k−1∑
i=1
f(xiui,ai), j ∈ [1, ak]
with k ∈ [2, s]. Thus, f(xsu2,as) = (2
∑s
i=1 ai)− 1.
Substep 2.2. For the edges yjwj,k, we set in the decreas-
ing order: f(ytwt,k) = 2k + f(xsu2,as) with k ∈ [1, bt],
f(yt−1wt−1,k) = 2k + f(ytwt,k) with k ∈ [1, bt−1], and
f(yt−jwt−j,k) = 2k +
j∑
i=1
f(yt−i+1wt−i+1,bt−i+1),
with k ∈ [1, bt−j ] and j ∈ [1, t− 1].
Substep 2.3. We come to label the vertices of T in the
following way: f(x) = g(x) for x ∈ X; f(ui,j) = f(xiui,j)−
f(ui) for ui,j ∈ L(xi) with i ∈ [1, s]; f(y) = g(y) + 2M for
y ∈ Y ; and f(wk,j) = f(yk) − f(ykwk,j) for wk,j ∈ L(yk)
with k ∈ [1, t]
Step 3. Producing a vv-type TB-paw and a vev-type TB-paw
from the lobster T . We use the notation L∗ to denote the set
of new leaves added to H hereafter. We set Dvv(L∗(ui)) =
f(αi,1)f(αi,2) · · · f(αi,ci)f(ui) for αi,j ∈ L∗(ui) with i ∈
[1, n], and get a vv-type sub-TB-paw
D′vv(ui) = f(ui) unionmultiDvv(L∗(ui)) unionmulti f(vi,1) unionmultiDvv(L∗(vi,1))
unionmulti f(vi,2) unionmultiDvv(L∗(vi,2)) unionmulti · · · unionmultiDvv(L∗(vi,mi−1))
unionmulti f(vi,mi) unionmultiDvv(L∗(vi,mi)) unionmulti f(ui)
with ui ∈ V (P ), where L∗(vi,j) is the set of new leaves added
to vi,j and Dvv(L∗(vi,j)) = f(βi,1)f(βi,2) · · · f(βi,ci)f(vi,j)
for βi,j ∈ L∗(vi,j). Hence, we get the desired vv-type TB-paw
Dvv(T ) = D
′
vv(u1) unionmultiD′vv(u2) unionmulti · · · unionmultiD′vv(un)
= unionmultink=1D′vv(uk)
(10)
Next, for getting a vev-type TB-paw from the lobster T , we
take
Dvev(L
∗(ui)) =f(uiαi,1)f(αi,1)f(αi,1αi,2)f(αi,2)
· · · f(αi,ci)f(αi,ciui)f(ui)
for αi,j ∈ L∗(ui), and moreover
Dvev(L
∗(vi,j)) = f(vi,jβi,1)f(βi,1)f(βi,1βi,2)f(βi,2)
· · · f(βi,ci−1βi,ci)f(βi,ci)f(βi,civi,j)f(vi,j)
for βi,j ∈ L∗(vi,j). So,
D′vev(ui) = f(ui) unionmultiDvev(L∗(ui)) unionmulti f(uivi,1)
f(vi,1) unionmultiDvev(L∗(vi,1)) unionmulti f(vi,1vi,2)f(vi,2)
unionmultiDvev(L∗(vi,2)) unionmulti f(vi,2vi,3)f(vi,3) unionmulti · · ·
unionmulti f(vi,mi−1vi,mi)f(vi,mi) unionmultiDvev(L∗(vi,mi))
unionmulti f(vi,miui)f(ui)
with ui ∈ V (P ). Thereby, the lobster T distributes a vev-type
TB-paw as follows
Dvev(T ) = D
′
vev(u1) unionmultiD′vev(u2) unionmulti · · · unionmultiD′vev(un)
= unionmultink=1D′vev(uk).
(11)
Since the above algorithm is constructive, so we claim that
our algorithm are polynomial and efficient. The proof of the
theorem is complete.
We estimate the space of Topsnut-gpws made by labelled
lobsters. Since adding m leaves to a (p, q)-caterpillar T
admitting a labelling f producing lobsters, we assume these
m leaves are added to k vertices of T with 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
We select k vertices from T for adding m leaves to them,
then we have Akp = p(p− 1) · · · (p− k + 1) selections, rather
than
(
p
k
)
= p!k!(p−k)! . Next, we decompose m into a group of k
parts m1,m2, · · · ,mk holding m = m1+m2+ · · ·+mk with
mi 6= 0. Suppose there is P (m, k) groups of such k parts. For
a group of k parts m1,m2, · · · ,mk, let mi1 ,mi2 , · · · ,mik be
a permutation of the group {m1,m2, · · · ,mk}, so we have the
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number of such permutations is a factorial k!. Since the (p, q)-
caterpillar T is labelled well by the odd-graceful labelling f ,
then we have
Aleaf (T,m) =
m∑
k=1
Akp ·P (m, k) · k! =
m∑
k=1
P (m, k) · p! (12)
to be the number of lobsters made by adding m leaves to
T , where P (m, k) =
∑k
r=1 P (m − k, r). Here, computing
P (m, k) can be transformed into finding the number A(m, k)
of solutions of equation m =
∑k
i=1 ixi. There is a recursive
formula
A(m, k) = A(m, k − 1) +A(m− k, k) (13)
with 0 ≤ k ≤ m. It is not easy to compute the exact value of
A(m, k), for example,
A(m, 6) =
⌊
1
1036800
(12m5 + 270m4+
+ 1520m3 − 1350m2 − 19190m− 9081)+
(−1)m(m2 + 9m+ 7)
768
+
1
81
[
(m+ 5) cos
2mpi
3
]⌋
.
Finally, let N(caterpillar, p) be the number of caterpillars
of p vertices, and let a caterpillar T of p vertices has
N(odd-graceful) set-ordered odd-graceful labellings. Then all
of caterpillars of p vertices give us at least N(caterpillar, p) ·
N(odd-graceful) · Aleaf (T,m) lobsters having odd-graceful
labellings.
4) Spider-neighbor-method: Spiders are interesting graphic
configurations since they are useful in networks (see Fig.9).
A spider S has its body u0 joining leaves v1, v2, . . . , vk and
joining legs Pi = ui,1ui,2 · · ·ui,mi with mi ≥ 1 and i ∈ [1, n].
Suppose that S admits an odd-graceful labelling h such that
h(vi) < h(vi+1), and h(uj,1) < h(uj+1,1).
We take its body u0 as the beginning of vv-type TB-paws
or vev-type TB-paws, and then have
Dvv(S) =h(u0)h(v1) · · ·h(vk)h(u0) unionmultiDvv(P1)
unionmulti h(u0) unionmultiDvv(P2) unionmulti h(u0) unionmultiDvv(P3)
unionmulti · · · unionmultiDvv(Pn)
(14)
by the mini-principle, where
Dvv(Pj) = h(uj,1)h(uj,2) · · ·h(uj,mj )
with i ∈ [1, n]. Next, we write
Dvev(Pj) =h(uj,1)h(uj,1uj,2)h(uj,2)h(uj,2uj,3)
h(uj,3) · · ·h(uj,mj−1uj,mj )h(uj,mj )
by the mini-principle, and furthermore
Dvev(u0) =h(u0)h(u0v1)h(v1)h(u0v2)
h(v2) · · ·h(u0vk)h(vk).
Then we have a vev-type TB-paw
Dvev(S) =Dvev(u0) unionmulti h(u0)h(u0u1,1) unionmultiDvev(P1)
unionmulti h(u0)h(u0u2,1) unionmultiDvev(P2) · · ·
unionmulti h(u0)h(u0un,1) unionmultiDvev(Pn)
(15)
by the mini-principle. In fact, we can arrange
h(v1), h(v2), . . . h(vk) and h(u0)h(u0ui,1)D(Pi) with
i ∈ [1, n] into (k+n) permutations to form many Dvev(S) in
the form (15). In other words, the number of vv-type/vev-type
TB-paws generated by a spider is at least (k + n)!.
If a spider S admits a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling,
then we can add new leaves to S such that the resulting tree
S∗ admits an odd-graceful labelling. This tree S∗ is called
a haired-spider (or super spider, see Fig.10). Since adding
leaves randomly, haired-spiders produce random vv-type TB-
paws or random vev-type TB-paws.
If a spider S is a subgraph of a (p, q)-graph G admitting
an ε-labelling f , then S admits a labelling f∗ induced by f .
We can use S to generate vv-type/vev-type TB-paws such that
this procedure is irreversible.
If a spider S admits an edge-magic proper total coloring
([33]) (see for an example depicted in Fig.9), then we can add
randomly leaves to S (as a public key) for generating super
spiders (as private keys) admitting edge-magic proper total
colorings (see Fig.10). A super spider G generates Asuper(G)
vv-type/vev-type TB-paws, where Asuper(G) can be computed
by the numbers (n+ k)! and
∏n
i=1(mi)!, see the formula (7).
Fig. 9. A spider admits an edge-magic proper total coloring f such
that f(u) + f(uv) + f(v) = 12 for each edge uv.
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Fig. 10. A super spider S∗ admits an edge-magic proper total coloring,
where S∗ is based on Fig.9.
5) Euler-Hamilton-method: Euler’s graphs and Hamilton
cycles are popular in graph theory. Sun et al. [13] show a
connection between Euler’s graphs and Hamilton cycle by
an operation, called non-adjacent identifying operation and
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the 2-edge-connected 2-degree-vertex splitting operation. An
example is shown in Fig.11.
Fig. 11. A procedure of connecting an Euler’s graph and a Hamilton
cycle of length 10 by the non-adjacent identifying operation and the
2-edge-connected 2-degree-vertex splitting operation introduced in
[13].
Sun et al. [14] investigate some v-set e-proper ε-labelling
on Euler’s graphs, where ε ∈ {graceful, odd-graceful, har-
monious, k-graceful, odd sequential, elegant, odd-elegant,
felicitous, odd-harmonious, edge-magic total}. (see examples
displayed in Fig.12)
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Fig. 12. (a) A cycle admitting a graceful labelling; (a-1) and (a-2) an
Euler’s graph admitting two v-set e-proper graceful labellings; (b) a
cycle admitting an odd-graceful labelling; (b-1) and (b-2) an Euler’s
graph admitting two v-set e-proper odd-graceful labellings.
It is easy to generate vv-type/vev-type TB-paws from
Topsnut-gpws made by Hamilton cycles. We use an example
to introduce the Euler-Hamilton-method in the following: We
make a vev-type TB-paw Dvev(C8) = 03325164257617880
form Fig.12(a), thus, Dvev(C8) can be obtained from Fig.12(a-
1) too, and vice versa. Obviously, it is not relaxed to pick
up Dvev(C8) from Fig.12(a-1) if Topsnut-gpws have large
number vertices and edges. Thereby, a vev-type TB-paw (as a
public key) made by a labelled Hamilton cycle induces directly
a vev-type TB-paw (as a private key) generated from a labelled
Euler’s graph. But, such vv-type/vev-type TB-paws can be
attacked since labelled Hamilton cycles are easy to be found
by compute attack.
We can let the Euler-Hamilton-method to produce complex
vv-type/vev-type TB-paws in the following way: As known, a
graph G is an Euler’s graph if and only if there are m edge-
disjoint cycles C1, C2, . . . , Cm such that E(G) =
⋃m
i=1E(Ci)
([3]). So, we can get m vev-type TB-paws Dvev(Ci) with
i ∈ [1,m]. Let i1, i2, . . . , im be a permutation of 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Thereby, we have many vev-type TB-paws like
Dvev(G) = Dvev(Ci1) unionmultiDvev(Ci2) unionmulti · · · unionmultiDvev(Cim),
or
D′vev(G) = D(Ci1) unionmultiD(Ci2) unionmulti · · · unionmultiD(Cij ), j < m.
Clearly, it is an irreversible procedure of generating
D′vev(G) from Euler’s graphs. We can give a character
of a non-Euler’s graph: Each non-Euler’s graph G corre-
sponds m disjoint paths P1, P2, . . . , Pm such that |E(G)| =∑m
i=1 |E(Pi)|. In fact, any non-Euler’s graph G can be add a
set E∗ of m new edges such that the resulting graph G+E∗
is just an Euler’s graph, and G+E∗ corresponds a Hamilton
cycle Cq with q = |E(G + E∗)| [13]. Now, we delete all
edges of E∗ from Cq , so Cq−E∗ is just a graph consisted of
m disjoint paths P1, P2, . . . , Pm. The above deduction tell us
a way for producing vv-type/vev-type TB-paws from labelled
disjoint paths P1, P2, . . . , Pm matching with the non-Euler’s
graph G (see Fig.13).
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Fig. 13. G is a non-Euler’s graph. G1 is an Euler’s graph obtained
by adding six new edges to G. G2 is a Hamilton cycle obtained by
implementing the non-adjacent identifying operation and the 2-edge-
connected 2-degree-vertex splitting operation to G1 ( [13]). G3 is the
desired union of paths after deleting six edges in blue.
B. One labelling with many meanings
In general situation, a (p, q)-graph G admits a vertex
labelling f : V (G) → [0, q − 1] (or [1, q]), such that each
edge uv is labelled by f ′(uv) = F (f(u), f(v)), where F is
a restrict condition. So, G is just a Topsnut-gpw, f ′(uv) may
be a number or a set. Here, we define
Definition 5. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits an edge-odd-graceful
total labelling h : V (G)→ [0, q−1] and h : E(G)→ [1, 2q−
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1]o such that {h(u) + h(uv) + h(v) : uv ∈ E(G)} = [a, b]
with b− a+ 1 = q. 2
Fig. 14. A lobster T admitting a vertex labelling.
We say that the lobster T demonstrated in Fig.14 admits: (1)
a pan-edge-magic total labelling f1 such that f1(u)+f1(uv)+
f1(v) = 16; (2) a pan-edge-magic total labelling f2 holding
f2(u) + f2(uv) + f2(v) = 27; (3) a felicitous labelling f3 sat-
isfying f3(uv) = f3(u)+f3(v) ( mod 11); (4) an edge-magic
graceful labelling f4 such that |f4(u) + f4(v)− f4(uv)| = 4;
(5) an edge-odd-graceful labelling f5 keeping f5(uv) =an odd
number, {f5(u) + f5(uv) + f5(v) : uv ∈ E(T )} = [16, 26].
So, T admits an e-set v-proper labelling defined as follows:
Let f : V (T ) → [0, 11] with f(a) = 0, f(c) = 1, f(d) = 2,
f(w) = 3, f(u) = 4, f(y) = 5, f(r) = 6, f(s) = 7, f(e) = 8,
f(x) = 9, f(v) = 10, f(t) = 11. And each edge of T has its
own label set as follows:
f ′(ay) = {1, 5, 11, 21, 22}, f ′(cy) = {2, 6, 10, 19, 21},
f ′(dy) = {3, 7, 9, 17, 20}, f ′(de) = {6, 10, 11, 17},
f ′(dr) = {4, 8, 15, 19}, f ′(ds) = {5, 7, 9, 13, 18},
f ′(dt) = {2, 3, 5, 9, 14}, f ′(ew) = {0, 5, 7, 9, 16},
f ′(xw) = {1, 4, 7, 8, 15}, f ′(ut) = {1, 4, 11, 12},
f ′(uv) = {2, 3, 10, 13}.
Thereby, we can get five vev-type TBpaws as follows:
D1vev(T ) = 295110101286772685349231114210,
D2vev(T ) = 220522021121961872178163159214111241310,
D3vev(T ) = 27550612869721080319221144310,
D4vev(T ) = 235102124657268738929111141010,
and
D5vev(T ) = 2175210191215613721189379251114310
staring with the vertex d of T .
In real operation, we can select any vertex of T as the initial
vertex for irregular reason. Furthermore, we have TB-paws as
follows
D = Di1vev(T ) unionmultiDi2vev(T ) unionmulti · · · unionmultiDimvev(T )
is a vev-type TB-paw, where Dijvev(T ) ∈ {Divev(T ) : i ∈
[1, 5]} with j ∈ [1,m]. Summarizing the above facts, we have
a new labelling with many meanings as follows:
Definition 6. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits a multiple edge-
meaning vertex labelling f : V (G)→ [0, p− 1] such that (1)
f(E(G)) = [1, q] and f(u)+f(uv)+f(v) =a constant k; (2)
f(E(G)) = [p, p+q−1] and f(u)+f(uv)+f(v) =a constant
k′; (3) f(E(G)) = [0, q− 1] and f(uv) = f(u) + f(v) (mod
q); (4) f(E(G)) = [1, q] and |f(u) + f(v)− f(uv)| =a con-
stant k′′; (5) f(uv) =an odd number for each edge uv ∈ E(G)
holding f(E(G)) = [1, 2q − 1]o, and {f(u) + f(uv) + f(v) :
uv ∈ E(T )} = [a, b] with b− a+ 1 = q. 2
C. A new total set-labelling
A new total set-labelling is defined by the intersection
operation on sets for making TB-paws with longer bytes.
Definition 7. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits a vertex set-labelling
f : V (G) → [1, q]2 (or [1, 2q − 1]2), and induces an edge
set-labelling f ′(uv) = f(u) ∩ f(v). If we can select a
representative auv ∈ f ′(uv) for each edge label set f ′(uv)
with uv ∈ E(G) such that {auv : uv ∈ E(G)} = [1, q]
(or [1, 2q − 1]o), then we call f a graceful-intersection (an
odd-graceful-intersection) total set-labelling of G. 2
Theorem 2. Each tree T admits a graceful-intersection (an
odd-graceful-intersection) total set-labelling.
Proof. Assume that a tree T−x admits a graceful intersection
total set-labelling f : V (T − x) → [1, q]2, where x is a leaf
of a tree T of q edges. Let y be adjacent with x in T . We
add the leaf x to T − x, and define h : V (T ) → [1, q]2 by
h(u) = f(u) for u ∈ V (T − {x, y}), h(y) = f(y) ∪ {q} and
h(x) = {q}. Notice that
h(xy) = h(x) ∩ h(y) = h(x) = {q}
we select q as the representative of h(xy). By the hypothesis of
induction, T admits a graceful intersection total set-labelling
f : V (T )→ [1, q]2.
The proof of “T admits an odd-graceful intersection total
set-labelling” is similar with the above one with [1, 2q − 1]2.
A Topsnut-gpw H shown in Fig.15 distributes us a TB-paw
D(H) =1231133412334312344563445
643455777898899661011124
566101112121211111010.
Fig. 15. A tree H admitting a graceful-intersection total set-labelling
for illustrating Theorem 2.
We define a regular rainbow set-sequence {Rk}q1 as: Rk =
[1, k] with k ∈ [1, q], where [1, 1] = {1}.
Theorem 3. Each tree T of q edges admits a regular rainbow
intersection total set-labelling based on a regular rainbow set-
sequence {Rk}q1.
Proof. Suppose x is a leaf of a tree T of q edges, so T −x is
a tree of (q − 1) edges. Assume that T − x admits a regular
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rainbow set-sequence {Rk}q−11 total set-labelling f . Let y be
adjacent with x in T . We define a labelling g of T in this way:
g(w) = f(w) for w ∈ V (T )\{y, x}, g(y) = Rq+1 = [1, q+1]
and g(x) = Rq = [1, q]. Therefore, we have g(uivj) = g(ui)∩
g(vj) = [1, i] ∩ [1, j] for uivj ∈ E(T ) \ {xy}, and g(xy) =
g(x) ∩ g(y) = [1, q], and g(s) 6= g(t) for any pair of vertices
s and t. We claim that g is a regular rainbow intersection total
set-labelling of T by the hypothesis of induction.
An example is pictured in Fig.16 for understanding Theorem
3, and we can write a TB-paw from this example as follows
D(T ∗) =12341112121231231234123456789
123412345678912345678912345678910
12345678910123456789101112123456789
10111212345678910111234567891011
12345678910111212345678910111213
123456781234567812345671234567
1234561234561234512345.
Fig. 16. A tree T ∗ admitting a regular rainbow intersection total set-
labelling for understanding Theorem 3.
The proof of Theorem 3 can be used to estimate the number
of regular rainbow intersection total set-labellings of a tree T
of q edges based on a regular rainbow set-sequence {Rk}q1.
As known, a tree T has its number n1(T ) of leaves as follows
n1(T ) = 2 +
∑
d≥3
(d− 2)nd(T ) (16)
where nd(T ) is the number of vertices of degree d in the
tree T [39], [38]. The formula (16) tells us there are at least
n1(T ) different regular rainbow intersection total set-labellings
for each tree T . Ie seems to be difficult to find all such total
set-labellings for a given tree.
Each tree admits a regular odd-rainbow intersection total
set-labelling based on a regular odd-rainbow set-sequence
{Rk}q1 defined as: Rk = [1, 2k − 1] with k ∈ [1, q], where
[1, 1] = {1}. Moreover, we can define a regular Fibonacci-
rainbow set-sequence {Rk}q1 by R1 = [1, 1], R2 = [1, 1], and
Rk+1 = Rk−1 ∪ Rk with k ∈ [2, q]; or a τ -term Fibonacci-
rainbow set-sequence {τ,Ri}q1 holds: Ri = [1, ai] with ai > 1
and i ∈ [1, q], and
Rk =
k−1∑
i=k−τ
Ri
with k > τ [11]. It is interesting on various rainbow set-
sequences for non-tree graphs.
III. TOPSNUT-MATRICES
Topsnut-matrices differ from the popular matrices in alge-
bra. No operations of addition and subtraction on numbers are
suitable for Topsnut-matrices. We will show some operations
on Topsnut-matrices from the insight of construction and
decomposition on graphs.
A. Definition of Topsnut-matrices
Definition 8. ([15], [30]) A Topsnut-matrix Avev(G) of a
(p, q)-graph G is defined as
Avev(G) =
 x1 x2 · · · xqw1 w2 · · · wq
y1 y2 · · · yq
 = (X W Y )−1 (17)
where
X = (x1 x2 · · · xq),W = (e1 e2 · · · eq)
Y = (y1 y2 · · · yq),
(18)
where each edge ei has its own two ends xi and yi with
i ∈ [1, q]; and G has another Topsnut-matrix Avv(G) defined
as Avv(G) = (X,Y )−1, where X,Y are called vertex-vectors,
W an edge-vector. 2
Clearly, the number of different edge-vectors W =
(e1 e2 · · · eq) of a (p, q)-graph G is just q!, and each end
of two ends of an edge can be arranged in X or in Y , so the
number of the Topsnut-matrices Avev(G) (resp. Avv(G)) of
G is equal to q! · 2q .
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Fig. 17. An odd-graceful tree G matches with three odd-elegant
graphs H1, H2, H3 respectively, and there are three odd-graceful vs
odd-elegant graphs (a) 	(G,H1), (b) 〈G,H2〉, and (c) 〈G,H3〉.









1311205104
131197531
00117075
)(GA









186138130
135791113
0913811213
)( 1HA









10616812
935171113
83130131
)( 3HA









312616120
375139111
0913123131
)( 2HA
Fig. 18. An odd-graceful tree G and three odd-elegant graphs
H1, H2, H3 presented in Fig.17 have their own Topsnut-matrices
Avev(G) and Avev(H1), Avev(H2) and Avev(H3).
We define the following operations:
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








181381120111105104
1357911131197531
0961381313027075
)()( 1HAGA
Fig. 19. The Topsnut-matrix Avev(	〈G,H1〉) of an odd-graceful
vs odd-elegant graph 	〈G,H1〉, write as Avev(	〈G,H1〉) =
Avev(G)	Avev(H1).









1313931311311117574
135791113131197531
006126121200200105
)()( 2HAGA
Fig. 20. The Topsnut-matrix Avev(〈G,H2〉) of an odd-graceful
vs odd-elegant graph 〈G,H2〉, denoted as Avev(〈G,H2〉) =
Avev(G)Avev(H2).
Opr-1. Avev(G) = Avev(	〈G,H1〉)	− Avev(H1)
Avev(H1) = Avev(	〈G,H1〉)	− Avev(G)
Avev(G) = Avev(〈G,H2〉)− Avev(H2)
Avev(H2) = Avev(〈G,H2〉)− Avev(G).
Opr-2. Set three reciprocals
X−1 = (xq xq−1 · · · x1), W−1 = (eq eq−1 · · · e1)
Y−1 = (yq yq−1 · · · y1), then we get the reciprocal of
Avev(G), denoted as A−1vev(G) = (X−1,W−1, Y−1)
−1.
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Fig. 21. Six methods for generating TB-paws from the Topsnut-matrix
A(G) indicated in Fig.18.
A text string D = c1c2 · · · cm has its own reciprocal text
string defined by D−1 = cmcm−1 · · · c2c1, also, we say D and
D−1 match with each other. we consider that D is a public
key, and D−1 is a private key. For a fixed Topsnut-matrix
Avev(G) and its reciprocal A−1vev(G), we have the following
basic methods for generating vv-type/vev-type TB-paws:
Met-1. I-route. D1(G) = x1x2 · · ·xqe1e2 · · · eqy1y2 · · · yq
with its reciprocal D1(G)−1 (see Fig.21(a)).
Met-2. D2(G) = xqxq−1 · · ·x1eqeq−1 · · · e1yqyq−1 · · · y1
with its reciprocal D2(G)−1 (see Fig.21(b)).
Met-3. II-route. D3(G) = x1e1y1y2e2x2x3e3y3 · · ·xqeqyq
with its reciprocal D3(G)−1 (see Fig.21(c)).
Met-4. D4(G) = xqeqyqyq−1eq−1xq−1 · · · y2e2x2x1e1y1
with its reciprocal D4(G)−1 (see Fig.21(d)).
Met-5. III-route. We set
D5(G) = y2y1e1x1e2y3y4e3x2 · · ·xq−2eq−1yqeqxqxq−1
with its reciprocal D5(G)−1 (see Fig.21(e)).
Met-6. We take
D6(G) =yq−1yqeqxqeq−1yq−2yq−3eq−2xq−1 · · ·
x2e2y1e1x1x2
with its reciprocal D6(G)−1 (see Fig.21(f)).
For example, we can get the following vv-type/vev-type TB-
paws by a Topsnut-matrix A(a− 1) depicted in Fig.22:
DI(a− 1) = 55072216807876543216833680707168,
DII(a− 1) = 51683250733684225070761687168807,
and
DIII(a− 1) = 36815236835074070752261687168078
according to I-route, II-route and III-route.








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}8,6{}1{}7,0{}7,0{}8,6{}3{}3{}8,6{
87654321
}7,0{}8,6{}1{}2{}2{}7,0{}5{}5{
)1(aA
Fig. 22. A Topsnut-matrix A(a−1) of a graph exhibited in Fig.12(a-
1).
Moreover, the Topsnut-matrix A(a−2) pictured in Fig.12(a-
2) induces
DI(a− 2) = 81577631561234567802815020202315,
DII(a− 2) = 88028715761502576402023315231516,
and
DIII(a− 2) = 80188715026157502024763315231561
by I-route, II-route and III-route.









}5,1{}3{}2,0{}2,0{}2,0{}5,1{}8{}2,0{
12345678
}6{}5,1{}3{}6{}7{}7{}5,1{}8{
)2(aA
Fig. 23. A Topsnut-matrix A(a−2) of a graph revealed in Fig.12(a-2).
Met-7. In general, let g : X∪W ∪Y → {ai : i ∈ [1, 3q]} be
a bijection on the Topsnut-matrix Avev(G) of G, so it induces
a vv-type/vev-type TB-paw
g(G) = g−1(ai1)g
−1(ai2) · · · g−1(ai3q ) (19)
with its reciprocal g(G)−1, where ai1 , ai2 , . . . , ai3q is a permu-
tation of a1, a2, . . . g−1, a3q . So, there are (3q)! vv-type/vev-
type TB-paws by (19), in general. Clearly, there are many
random routes for inducing vv-type/vev-type TB-paws from
Topsnut-matrices. It may be interesting to look continuous
routes in Avev(G) (see red lines presented in Fig.21 and
Fig.24).
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Motivated from Fig.21 and Fig.24, a Topsnut-matrix
Avev(G) of a (p, q)-graph G may has NfL(m) groups of
continuous fold-lines Lj,1, Lj,2, . . . , Lj,m (= {Lj,i}m1 ) for
j ∈ [1, NfL(m)] and m ∈ [1,M ], where each continuous
fold-line Lj,i has own initial point (aj,i, bj,i) and terminal
point (cj,i, dj,i) in xoy-plan, and Lj,i is internally disjoint,
such that each element of Avev(G) is on one and only one of
the continuous fold-lines = {Lj,i}m1 after we put the elements
of Avev(G) into xoy-plan. Notice that each fold-line Lj,i has
its initial and terminus points, so 2m ≤ 3q, so M = b3q/2c.
Each group of continuous fold-lines {Lj,i}m1 can distributes us
m! vv-type/vev-type TB-paws, so we have at least NfL(m)·m!
vv-type/vev-type TB-paws with m ∈ [1,M ]. Thereby, G gives
us the number N∗(G) of vv-type/vev-type TB-paws in total
as follows
N∗(G) = q! · 2q
M∑
m=1
NfL(m) ·m!. (20)
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Fig. 24. Six random routes on the Topsnut-matrix A(G) demonstrated
in Fig.18.
The number Ntbp(G) of all vv-type/vev-type TB-paws gen-
erated from a (p, q)-graph G can be computed in the formula
(21):
Theorem 4. A Topsnut-gpw (p, q)-graph G distributes us
Ntbp(G) = (3q)! · q! · 2q−1 (21)
vv-type/vev-type TB-paws in total.
Proof. Let D = ai1ai2 · · · ai3q be a vv-type/vev-type TB-
paw made by Avev(G)3×q , the first number ai1 in D has 3q
positions to be selected for standing, then the second number
ai2 of D has (3q − 1) positions to be selected for standing,
go on in this way, the number of vv-type/vev-type TB-paws
produced from Avev(G)3×q is just (3q)!, as desired. Because
the number of the Topsnut-matrices Avev(G) of a (p, q)-graph
G is q! · 2q , thus, we get (21).
The Topsnut-gpw G appeared in Fig.2 has 190 edges, so it
gives us
Ntbp(G) = (570!) · (190!) · 2190 (22)
vv-type/vev-type TB-paws in total, in which each vev-type
TB-paw D(G) has at least 380 bytes or more.
B. Operations of vertex-split (edge-split) and vertex-
coincidence (edge-coincidence)
The authors [33] have defined the following operations
for Topsnut-matrices: In Fig.25, a vertex-split operation from
(a) to (b); a vertex-coincident operation from (b) to (a); an
edge-split operation from (c) to (d); and an edge-coincident
operation from (d) to (c). Let N(x) be the neighbor set of
all neighbors of a vertex x. In Fig.25, after split operations,
then the following neighbor sets hold N(y′) ∩ N(y′′) = ∅,
N(u′) ∩N(u′′) = ∅ and N(v′) ∩N(v′′) = ∅ in the resulting
graphs.
x1
y
xi xi+1
xj
xj+1 xmxk xk+1
x1
u
xi xi+1
xj
y1 ykyk yk+1
v
xi+1
xj
ykyk+1
u
v
x1
xi
y1 yk
u
v
yy
x1 xi
xi+1 xj
xj+1 xmxk xk+1
vertex-coincident
operation
vertex-split
operation
edge-split
operation
edge-coincident
operation
Fig. 25. A scheme for illustrating four graph operations: vertex-split
operation; vertex-identifying operation; edge-split operation; edge-
identifying operation cited from [33].
We do a vertex-split operation to a vertex y of a graph H ,
the resulting graph is denoted as H ∧ y. So, |V (H ∧ y)| =
1 + |V (H)| and |E(H ∧ y)| = |E(H)| (see Fig.25(b)). The
resulting graph obtained by doing an edge-split operation to
an edge uv of H is written as H ∧ uv, thus, |V (H ∧ uv)| =
2 + |V (H)| and |E(H ∧ uv)| = 1 + |E(H)| (see Fig.25(d)).
Conversely, we can coincide two vertices x, y of a graph H
into one if N(x)∩N(y) = ∅ for obtaining a graph H(x ◦ y),
this procedure is called a vertex-coincident operation. If two
edges xy and uv of satisfy N(x)∩N(u) = ∅, N(x)∩N(v) =
∅, N(y)∩N(u) = ∅ and N(y)∩N(v) = ∅, then we coincide
xy with uv into one edge (x, u)(y, v), the resulting graph is
denoted by H(xy ◦ uv), and call this procedure as an edge-
coincident operation.
Definition 9. [40] A v-split k-connected graph H holds:
H ∧ {xi}k1 is disconnected, where V ∗ = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} is
a subset of V (H), each component Hj of H ∧ {xi}k1 has
at least a vertex wj 6∈ V ∗, |V (H ∧ {xi}k1)| = k + |V (H)|
and |E(H ∧ {xi}k1)| = |E(H)|. The smallest number of k
for which H ∧ {xi}k1 is disconnected is called the v-split
connectivity of H , denoted as γvs(H) (see Fig.26). 2
Definition 10. [40] An e-split k-connected graph H holds:
H ∧ {ei}k1 is disconnected, where E∗ = {e1, e2, . . . , ek} is a
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subset of E(H), each component Hj of H∧{ei}k1 has at least
a vertex wj being not any end of any edge of E∗, |V (H ∧
{ei}k1)| = 2k + |V (H)| and |E(H ∧ {xi}k1)| = k + |E(H)|.
The smallest number of k for which H∧{ei}k1 is disconnected
is called the e-split connectivity of H , denoted as γes(H) (see
Fig.26). 2
u
v
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y
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v1
x1
y1
u2
v2
x2
y2
u
v
x
y
u1
v1
x1
y1
u2
v2
x2
y2
Fig. 26. A graph H has γes(H) = 2, γvs(H) = 4, κ(H) = 4,
κ′(H) = 5 and δ(H) = 5.
Recall that the minimum degree δ(H), the vertex connec-
tivity κ(H) and the edge connectivity κ′(H) of a simple graph
G hold
κ(H) ≤ κ′(H) ≤ δ(H). (23)
true in graph theory. However, we do not have the inequalities
(23) about the minimum degree δ(H), the v-split connectivity
γvs(H) and the e-split connectivity γes(H). But, we have
Theorem 5. [40] Any simple and connected graph H holds
γvs(H) = κ(H), where κ(H) is the popular vertex con-
nectivity of H , and γvs(H) is the v-split connectivity of
H . Moreover, the e-split connectivity γes(H) of H satisfies
γvs(H) ≤ 2γes(H).
The vertex-split/edge-split operations and vertex-
coincidence/edge-coincidence operations enable us to
define some operations on Topsnut-matrices of graphs and
their subgraphs. Suppose that an e-split k-connected graph
G, k = γes(G), induces an edge-split graph G ∧ {ei}k1 , such
that G∧ {ei}k1 has its own components G1, G2, . . . , Gm with
m ≤ k. Then the Topsnut-matrix of G can be computed as
Avev(G) = 	mi=1Avev(Gi). (24)
For a vertex-split graph G ∧ {xi}k1 having its components
H1, H2, . . . ,Hn with k = γvs(G), we have
Avev(G) = ni=1Avev(Hi). (25)
For a mixed-split graph G ∧ ({xi}a1 ∪ {ei}b1) having its
components T1, T2, . . . , Tc, we have
Avev(G) = [	]ci=1Avev(Ti). (26)
Correspondingly, we have G = 	mi=1Gi, G = ni=1Hi and
G = [	]ci=1Ti in topological configuration.
C. Other operations on Topsnut-matrices
We exchange the positions of two columns (xi ei yi)−1 and
(xj ej yj)
−1 in Avev(G), so we get another Topsnut-matrix
A′vev(G). In mathematical symbol, the column-exchanging
operation c(i,j)(Avev(G)) = A′vev(G) is defined by
c(i,j)(x1 x2 · · · xi · · ·xj · · · xq)
= (x1 x2 · · · xj · · ·xi · · · xq),
c(i,j)(e1 e2 · · · ei · · · ej · · · eq)
= (e1 e2 · · · ej · · · ei · · · eq),
and
c(i,j)(y1 y2 · · · yi · · · yj · · · yq)
= (y1 y2 · · · yj · · · yi · · · yq).
And we exchange the positions of xi and yi of the ith column
of Avev(G) by an xy-exchanging operation l(i) defined as:
l(i)(x1 x2 · · · xi · · · xq) = (x1 x2 · · · yi · · · xq)
and
l(i)(y1 y2 · · · yi · · · yq) = (y1 y2 · · · xi · · · yq),
the resulting matrix is denoted as l(i)(Avev(G)).
Now, we do a series of column-exchanging operations
c(ik,jk) with k ∈ [1,m], and a series of xy-exchanging
operation l(is) with s ∈ [1, n] to Avev(G), the resulting matrix
is written by T(c,l)(Avev(G)).
Lemma 6. Suppose T and H are trees of q edges. If
T(c,l)(Avev(T )) = Avev(H), then these two trees are isomor-
phic to each other, that is, T ∼= H .
Proof. We use induction on the number of vertices of two
trees. As q = 1, it is trivial. Assume that T(c,l)(Avev(T−x)) =
Avev(H − x′), where x is a leaf of T , and x′ is a leaf of H
such that two trees T − x and H − x′ are isomorphic to each
other. The condition T(c,l)(Avev(T )) = Avev(H) enables us
to add leaves x, x′ to T − x and H − x′ respectively, such
that T − x + x ∼= H − x′ + x′, since T(c,l)(Avev(T )) =
T(c,l)(Avev(T − x))  Avev(e) with e = yx ∈ E(T ), and
Avev(H) = Avev(H−x′)Avev(e′) with e′ = y′x′ ∈ E(H).
The lemma holds true.
Theorem 7. Let G and Q be two connected graphs of q edges.
If there are two edge subsets EG ⊂ E(G) and EQ ⊂ E(Q),
such that a spanning tree T = G−EG of G and a spanning
tree H = Q−EQ of Q hold T(c,l)(Avev(T )) = Avev(H), as
well as T(c,l)(Avev(G)) = Avev(Q), then these two connected
graphs G and Q are isomorphic to each other, that is, G ∼= Q.
Proof. We use induction on the number of edges of graphs.
If G and Q are trees, we are done by Lemma 6. According
T(c,l)(Avev(T )) = Avev(H) which means T ∼= H , we take
an edge e1 ∈ EG and then add it to T for a new graph T1 =
T + e1. Next, we take an edge e′1 ∈ EQ and then add it to
H such that H1 = H + e′1 and H1 ∼= T1, since T ∼= H .
Go on in this way, we have Ti ∼= Hi with Ti = Ti−1 +
ei for ei ∈ EG \ {e1, . . . , ei−1} and Hi = Hi−1 + e′i for
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e′i ∈ EQ \ {′1, . . . , e′i−1}. When EG \ {e1, . . . , em−1} = ∅ and
EQ \ {e′1, . . . , e′m−1} = ∅ for some m, we get G ∼= Q, as
desired.
We point out that Theorem 7 is not a solution of the
isomorphic problem of graphs, since G and Q are Topsnut-
gpws, also, are labelled graphs.
Suppose that Avev(G) = (X W Y )−1 is a Topsnut-matrix
of a Topsnut-gpw (p, q)-graph G (see Definition 8(17) and
(18)). We define a Topsnut-matrix of an edge ei = xiyi of
G as A(ei) = (xi ei yi)−1, and set an operation  between
A(ei) with i ∈ [1, q]. Hence, we get
A(ei)A(ej) =
 xiwi
yi

 xjwj
yj

=
 xi xjwi wj
yi yj

= (xi ei yi)
−1  (xj ej yj)−1,
(27)
so we can rewrite the Topsnut-matrix of G in another way
Avev(G) = qi=1A(ei). (28)
Thereby, we have a vev-type TB-paw
Dvev(G) = unionmultiqi=1Dvev(ei) = unionmultiqj=1xij1eijyij
= xi1ei1yi1xi2ei2yi2 · · ·xiqeiqyiq .
(29)
where xi1ei1yi1 , xi2ei2yi2 , · · · , xiqeiqyiq is a permutation of
x1e1y1, x2e2y2, · · · , xqeqyq .
We can observe the following facts:
(1) If there is no (xi ei yi)−1 = (xj ej yj)−1 for any pair
of edges ei and ej of G, then G is simple.
(2) If any edge es corresponds another edge et such that
both A(es) = (xs es ys)−1 and A(et) = (xt et yt)−1 hold
one of xs = xt, ys = yt, xs = yt and xt = ys, then G is
connected.
(3) If ei = |xi − yi| for any edge ei of G and {ei}q1 =
[1, q] (or {ei}q1 = [1, 2q − 1]o), then G is (odd-)graceful; and
moreover G is (odd-)elegant if ei = xi + yi (mod q) for any
edge ei of G and {ei}q1 = [0, q− 1] (or {ei}q1 = [1, 2q− 1]o).
To characterize more properties of a (p, q)-graph G by
its own Topsnut-matrix Avev(G) = (X W Y )−1 may be
interesting.
IV. ENCRYPTING DYNAMIC NETWORKS BY EVERY-ZERO
GRAPHIC GROUPS
We propose to encrypt a dynamic network in this section
although we do not have any known knowledge about such
topic. However, we can foresee large scale size and varied
constantly, big data base of Topsnut-gpws and changing en-
cryption at any time in the following:
(1) A dynamic network N(t) is variable as time goes on,
and N(t), very often, have thousands of vertices and edges at
time step t.
(2) There is a big data base Data(N(t)) of Topsnut-gpws
for encrypting N(t), such that an edge uv of N(t) is labelled
by a Topsnut-gpw Guv , which can join two labels Gu and
Gv of two ends u and v of the edge together to form an
authentication. So the number of elements of Data(N(t))
should be very larger.
(3) It must be quick to encrypt N(t) in short time in real
practice, and substitute constantly by new Topsnut-gpws the
old Topsnut-gpws to the vertices and edges of N(t) at any
time.
Clearly, these three difficult problems will obstruct us to
realize our encryption of dynamic networks. We consider it is
interesting to explore this topic by our best efforts.
As the first exploration, we will apply spanning trees of
dynamic networks as the models of encryption, and use
every-zero graphic groups to be as desired data base of
Topsnut-gpws, and then change the Topsnut-gpws of N(t)
by various every-zero graphic groups under the equivalent
coloring/labellings or under the different configurations of
graphs ([30], [22], [18], [16], [17], [19], [32]).
Since, a Topsnut-gpw G has its own Topsnut-matrices
A(G), and each Topsnut-matrix A(G) induces vev-type TB-
paws Dvev(A(G)), so we can get our corresponding every-
zero Topsnut-matrix groups and every-zero TB-paw groups,
respectively, thus, these two classes of groups can help us to
encrypt dynamic networks quickly and efficiently.
A. A pan-odd-graceful every-zero graphic group
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Fig. 27. A pan-odd-graceful graphic group F14(H, f), also, an every-
zero graphic group cited from [30].
Fig.27 shows a pan-odd-graceful graphic group F14(H, f)
based on a (7, 7)-graph H and a pan-odd-graceful labelling f
14
of H . The pan-odd-graceful graphic group F14(H, f) contains
14 labelled graphs and satisfies: Each element Hi ∈ F14(H, f)
admits a pan-odd-graceful labelling fi, two elements Hi, Hj ∈
F14(H, f) hold an additive operation Hi ⊕Hj defined as
fi(wi) + fj(wi)− fk(wi) = fi+j−k ( mod 14)(wi) (30)
for each vertex wi ∈ V (H), where H is displayed in Fig.27,
and Hk admits a pan-odd-graceful labelling fk is as the zero
of F14(H, f). It is easy to verify Hi ⊕Hk = Hi, Hi ⊕Hj =
Hj⊕Hi, (Hi⊕Hj)⊕Hs = Hi⊕(Hj⊕Hs). So, F14(H, f) is
an Abelian additive group (a graphic group). Notice that each
element Hi ∈ F14(H, f) can be as the zero of the graphic
group F14(H, f), so we call F14(H, f) a pan-odd-graceful
every-zero graphic group.
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Fig. 28. A tree T , based on an every-zero graphic group F14(H, f)
shown in Fig.27, admits: (a) a graceful group-labelled F1; (b) a dual
group-labelled F ′1 of F1; (c) another graceful group-labelled F2; (d)
a pan-edge-magic group-labelled F3.
Fig.28 shows us the following phenomenon:
(a) F1(uv) = F1(u) ⊕ F1(v) for each edge uv ∈ E(T ),
and F1(E(T )) = {H1, H2, . . . ,H6}, so we say T admits a
graceful group-labelling.
(b) F ′1(w) = Hj and F1(w) = Hi with w ∈ V (T ) ∪ E(T )
such that Hj = H15−i, and F ′1(uv) = F
′
1(u)⊕F ′1(v) for each
edge uv ∈ E(T ).
(c) F2(uv) = F2(u)⊕F2(v) for each edge uv ∈ E(T ), and
F2(E(T )) = {H1, H2, . . . ,H6}, so F2 is a graceful group-
labelling; moreover each edge uv corresponds another edge
xy such that i′ + s+ j′ = 21 for F2(uv) = Hs, F2(x) = Hi′
and F2(y) = Hj′ .
(d) each edge uv ∈ E(T ) holds i + t + j = 24 for
F3(uv) = Ht, F3(u) = Hi and F3(v) = Hj , and each
edge uv corresponds another edge xy such that F3(uv) =
F3(x)⊕ F3(y).
B. Graphs labelled by every-zero graphic groups
Before labelling graphs with graphic groups, we define a
particular class of graphic groups as follows:
Definition 11. ∗ An every-zero graphic group Fn(H,h) made
by a Topsnut-gpw H admitting an ε-labelling h contains its
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Fig. 29. (a) The group-labelled tree T has two vertices labelled with
the same H6; (b) the graph obtained by identifying two vertices of
T into one admits an odd-graceful group-labelling; (c) T has an
odd-graceful group-labelling; (d) T has another odd-graceful group-
labelling.
own elements Hi holding H ∼= Hi and admitting an ε-
labelling hi induced by h with i ∈ [1, n] and hold an additive
operation Hi ⊕Hj defined as
hi(x) + hj(x)− hk(x) = hi+j−k (modn)(x) (31)
for each element x ∈ V (H) under a zero Hk. 2
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Fig. 30. Seven pan-odd-graceful graphs Gi and its dual graphs G′i
with i ∈ [1, 7].
We write Gi(ai, bj)Gj to stand for a transformation from
Gi to Gj , and vice versa; similarly, G′i(a
′
i, b
′
j)G
′
j is a transfor-
mation from G′i to G
′
j in Fig.30. For example, G1(10, 8)G2,
G1(11, 1)G2 and G1(7, 3)G2; G2(7, 1)G5, G3(7, 3)G6 and
G4(10, 4)G7. Thereby, there are at least two every-zero
graphic group Fn(H,h) and Fn(H,h′), where h′ is the dual
labelling of h.
We may have some every-zero graphic group chain
{Fn(H,hi)}m1 holding Hi(ai, bi+1)Hi+1 with i ∈ [1,m− 1].
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Such every-zero graphic group chains can be used to encrypt
network chains, or the subnetworks of a large network.
Furthermore, we can label the vertices and edges of a graph
with the elements of a given graphic group.
Definition 12. ∗ Let Fn(H,h) be an every-zero graphic group.
A (p, q)-graph G admits a graceful group-labelling (an odd-
graceful group-labelling) F : V (G) → Fn(H,h) such that
each edge uv is labelled by F (uv) = F (u) ⊕ F (v) under
a zero Hk, and F (E(G)) = {F (uv) : uv ∈ E(G)} =
{H1, H2, . . . ,Hq} (or F (E(G)) = {F (uv) : uv ∈ E(G)} =
{H1, H3, . . . ,H2q−1}). 2
For understanding Definition 12, we present Fig.28(a) and
(c), as well as Fig.29(b), (c) and (d). Since the group-
labelled tree T has two vertices labelled with the same H6
in Fig.29(a), we say that T admits an odd-graceful group-
coloring. Similarly, we can define the graceful group-coloring.
If n = q (or n = 2q−1) in Definition 12, we say G admits
a pure graceful group-labelling (or a pure odd-graceful group-
labelling).
In general, finding the minimum number of the modular n of
Fn(H,h) for which a (p, q)-graph G admits a graceful group-
labelling (an odd-graceful group-labelling) may be important
and interesting. We present an example indicated in Fig.31
for encrypting a network T shown in Fig.29. Notice that
there are many ways to join Hi with Hj by an edge uivj
for ui ∈ V (Hi) and vj ∈ V (Hj), so, there are many
encrypted networks like Net(T, F14(H, f)) shown in Fig.31.
Furthermore, we can get many vv-type/vev-type TB-paws
from a graph H having a labelling f and a network T .
The encrypted network Net(T, F14(H, f)) can provide
more vev-type TB-paws with longer bytes by the pre-
vious methods introduced, such as Path-neighbor-method,
Cycle-neighbor-method, Lobster-neighbor-method and Spider-
neighbor-method, as well as Euler-Hamilton-method. For ex-
ample, N∗ = Net(T, F14(H, f)) shown in Fig.31 distributes
us the following vev-type TB-paws (we write Dvev as D for
short):
D(H1) = 1311291111037705513 (19), D(a1a7) = 088 (4),
D(H7) = 53893121113765116135 (20), D(a7a6) = 1367 (4),
D(H6) = 41179211312755105134 (20), D(a6a5) = 734 (3),
D(H5) = 3116911031174594133 (19), D(a5a13) = 11011 (5),
D(H13) = 1111099183571253121311 (22), D(a6a1) = 1910 (4),
D(H1) = 1311291111037705501313 (22), D(a1a9) = 1147 (4),
D(H9) = 71110951431785138137 (20), D(a6a11) = 413 (3),
D(H11) = 9111297163371051139 (19), D(a11a5) = 413 (3),
D(H5) (19), D(a5a3) = 31013 (5),
D(H3) = 11149131123972572131 (20), D(a3a12) = 178 (3),
D(H12) = 10111398173471152111310 (23), D(a5a9) = 325 (3),
D(H9) = 71110951431785138137 (20), D(a9a4) = 325 (3),
D(H4) = 21159011331073583132 (20).
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Fig. 31. An encrypted network Net(T, F14(H, f)) made by an every-
zero graphic group F14(H, f) exhibited in Fig.27, the labels of the
joined edges in blue color form a consecutive set [1, 12].
Thereby, we have a vev-type TB-paw as follows
D(N∗) =D(H1) unionmultiD(a1a7) unionmultiD(H7) unionmultiD(a7a6)
unionmultiD(H6) unionmultiD(a6a5) unionmultiD(H5) unionmultiD(a5a13)
unionmultiD(H13) unionmultiD(a6a1) unionmultiD(H1) unionmultiD(a1a9)
unionmultiD(H9) unionmultiD(a6a11) unionmultiD(H11)
unionmultiD(a11a5) unionmultiD(H5) unionmultiD(a5a3) unionmultiD(H3)
unionmultiD(a3a12) unionmultiD(H12) unionmultiD(a5a9) unionmultiD(H9)
unionmultiD(a9a4) unionmultiD(H4),
(32)
by Net(T, F14(H, f)), such that D(N∗) has at least 263 +
44 = 307 bytes in total. Clearly, there are many ways to
write D(N∗), since there are many ways to write D(Hi)
and D(aiaj) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 13, and there are many ways
to combinatoric D(Hi) and D(aiaj) for producing D(N∗).
C. Encryption of Tree-networks
The topic of encrypting dynamic networks has been pro-
posed in [33]. We show a general definition on every-zero
graphic groups as follows:
Definition 13. ∗ Let Fn(H,h) be an every-zero graphic group,
and {Hij}q1 be a subset of Fn(H,h). Suppose that a (p, q)-
graph G admits a mapping F : V (G) → Fn(H,h) such that
each edge uv is labelled by F (uv) = F (u) ⊕ F (v) under a
zero Hk. If F (x) 6= F (y) for any pair of vertices x, y, and
F (E(G)) = {Hij}q1, we call F an {Hij}q1-sequence group-
labelling; if F (w) = F (z) for some two distinct vertices
w, z, and F (E(G)) = {Hij}q1, we call F an {Hij}q1-sequence
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group-coloring. The labelled graph made by joining F (u) with
F (uv) and joining F (uv) with F (v) for each edge uv ∈ E(G)
is denoted as Net(G,Fn(H,h)) (see an example depicted in
Fig.31). 2
Theorem 8. For any sequence {Hij}q1 of an every-zero
graphic group Fn(H,h), any tree having q edges admits
an {Hij}q1-sequence group-coloring or an {Hij}q1-sequence
group-labelling.
Proof. Let Tq be a tree having q edges, and each Hi ∈
Fn(H,h) admit an ε-labelling hi. For q = 1, T1 has two ver-
tices u, v and a unique edge uv. We define a labelling F1 of T1
under the zero H1 such that F1(u) = H1, F1(uv) = Hs with
s 6= 1, then F1(u) ⊕ F1(v) = F1(uv), assume F1(v) = Hj ,
moreover
h1(x) + hj(x)− h1(x) = hs ( mod q)(x) (33)
so 1 + j − 1 = s (mod q), we get F1(v) = Hs. Thereby, F1
is an Hs-sequence group-labelling, since H1 6= Hs.
Suppose that any tree Tq−1 of (q−1) edges admits one of an
{Hij}q−11 -sequence group-coloring or an {Hij}q−11 -sequence
group-labelling, here Tq−1 = Tq − x for a leaf x of T . Let y
be the unique adjacent vertex of x. Notice that Tq−1 admits
an {Hij}q−11 -sequence group-coloring Fq−1 with the sequence
{Hij}q−11 and the zero Hk. Let Fq−1(y) = Hy . We define a
new group-coloring Fq by setting Fq(w) = Fq−1(w) for each
element of V (Tq−1) ∪ E(Tq−1). Let Fq−1(y) = Ha, we set
Fq(xy) = Hiq . Assume Fq(xy) = Hb, we will find the exact
value of b. By
ha(u) + hb(u)− hk(u) = hiq ( mod q)(u) (34)
that is, a+b−k = iq ( mod q), we get the solution b = k−a+
iq (mod q). Hence, Fq(xy) = Fq(y) ⊕ Fq(x). According to
the hypothesis of induction, the theorem is really correct.
By the induction proof on Theorem 8, we can set randomly
the elements of the set {H1, H2, . . . ,Hq} = {Hi}q1 on the
edges of any tree T having q edges, where Hi 6= Hj for
i 6= j, and then label the vertices of T with the elements of an
every-zero graphic group Fn(H,h). We provide a sequence
group-coloring F of T through the following algorithm.
TREE-GROUP-COLORING algorithm.
Input: A tree T of q edges, and {Hi}q1 ⊆ Fn(H,h).
Output: An {Hi}q1-sequence group-coloring (or group-
labelling) of T .
Step 1. Select an initial vertex u1 ∈ V (T ), its neigh-
bor set N(u1) = {v1,1, v1,2, . . . , v1,d1}, where
d1 is the degree of the vertex u1; next, select
H1 as the zero, and label u1 with F (u1) = H1
and F (u1v1,j) = H1,j with j ∈ [1, d1]. From
h1(w) + hz(w)− h1(w) = hij ( mod n)(w),
where hz is the labelling of H1,j , immediately,
we get solutions z = ij , that is F (v1,j) =
H1,j with j ∈ [1, d1]. Let V1 ← V (T ) \
{u1, v1,1, v1,2, . . . , v1,d1}, L1 ← {F (u1v1,j)}d11 .
Step 2. If Vk−1 = ∅ (resp. Lk−1 = {Hi}q1), go to
Step 4.
Step 3. If Vk−1 6= ∅ (resp. Lk−1 6= {Hi}q1),
select uk ∈ Vk−1 such that N(uk) =
{vk,1, vk,2, . . . , vk,dk} contains the unique vertex
vk,1 being labelled with F (vk,1) = Hα. La-
bel F (ukvk,j) = Hk,j ∈ {Hi}q1 \ Lk−1 with
j ∈ [1, dk]. Assume F (uk) = Hk, solve
hk(w) + hα(w)− h1(w) = hk,1 ( mod n)(w),
then k + α − 1 = (k, 1) (mod n), thus, k =
1− α+ (k, 1) (mod n). Next, solve
hk(w) + hz(w)− h1(w) = hkj ( mod n)(w),
where hz is the labelling of F (vk,j) with j ≥
2. Then k + z − 1 = (k, j) (mod n), so
z = 1 − k + (k, j) (mod n), also, F (vk,j) =
H1−k+(k,j) ( mod n) with j ∈ [2, dk]. Let Vk ←
V (T )\(Vk−1∪{uk, vk,2, . . . , vk,dk}), and Lk ←
Lk−1 ∪ {F (ukvk,j) : j ∈ [1, dk]}, go to Step 2.
Step 4. Return an {Hi}q1-sequence group-coloring F
of T .
As a consequence, the TREE-GROUP-COLORING algo-
rithm is polynomial and efficient, and it can quickly set
Topsnut-gpws to a tree-like network. In Fig.31, we can see
“H1 −H7 −H6”, called a block joined by two edges having
labels 6 and 8. In real operation of encrypting a network, we
can use two or more edges to join H1, H7 and H6 together
as desired as possible.
Our encrypting a network is in the way: We select a span-
ning tree T from a network N(t) at time step t, and encrypt
T by an every-zero graphic group Fn(H, f) to obtain an
encrypted tree-like network Net(T, Fn(H, f)). For example,
we select T to be a caterpillar, or a spider, or a lobster, and
so on. And furthermore we label T by a determined labelling
f : V (T ) → Fn(H, f), such that f(i) = Hi, f(j) = Hj and
f(ij) = Hij obtained from f(i) and f(j), correspondingly,
we get a vv-type/vev-type TB-paw
D(Hi) unionmultiD(aibij) unionmultiD(Hij) unionmultiD(aijbj) unionmultiD(Hj),
where ai is a vertex of Hi, bij is a vertex of Hij , aij is a
vertex of Hij , and bj is a vertex of Hj (see Fig.32).
Fig. 32. A scheme of joining Hi, Hij and Hj .
Spanning trees of dynamic networks have been investigated
for a long time ([8], [9], [10], [11], [12]), those spanning trees
admitting power-law and having scale-free feature are useful
for encrypting networks. The nodes having larger degrees in
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a scale-free network control nodes over 80 per center ([2]),
so they can be considered to form a center of public keys
in encrypting dynamic networks, see Fig.33(b) and Fig.34(b)-
(d). However, it is a big challenge to enumerate the number
of spanning trees of a dynamic network N(t) at time step t,
and very difficult to figure out these non-isomorphic spanning
trees, even for particular spanning trees, such as spanning trees
to be: caterpillars, lobsters, spiders, trees having maximum
leaves, trees having the shortest diameters, and so on.
We provide three algorithms for finding particular spanning
trees in Appendices A, B and C.
In the article [47], the authors have shown that a minimal
connected dominating set S and a spanning tree Tmax having
maximal leaves in a connected graph G hold |G| = |S| +
|L(Tmax)|. However, finding a spanning tree Tmax having
maximal leaves is a NP-problem ([46]). The authors in [45]
applied a technique, called measure-and-conquer technique,
to distribute an exact algorithm of complex O(1.8966n) for
finding a spanning tree Tmax having maximal leaves in a
network with n vertices.
(a) (b)
Fig. 33. (a) A scale-free network N [1]; (b) a spanning (scale-free)
tree of N .
Three spanning trees pictured in Fig.34(b)-(d) are lobsters,
so they admit odd-graceful labellings and odd-elegant la-
bellings ([41], [42]). Thereby, we have three Topsnut-gpws
T1, T2, T3 made by three spanning trees shown in Fig.34(b)-
(d), and these three Topsnut-gpws T1, T2, T3 can distribute
us complex vv-type/vev-type TB-paws by the previous meth-
ods. Next, we label Ti with i ∈ [1, 3] by an every-zero
graphic group Fn(H, f) with large scale n, and we get
Net(Ti, Fn(H, f)) with i ∈ [1, 3]. It is not difficult to see
that each Net(Ti, Fn(H, f)) with i ∈ [1, 3] can degenerate
vv-type/vev-type TB-paws in more complex.
For particular sequence {Hi}q1 and particular graphs, we can
determine such particular graphs admitting {Hi}q1-sequence
group-labellings.
Theorem 9. For any sequence S = {Ha+(i−1)b}q1, where
Ha+(i−1)b belongs to an every-zero graphic group Fn(H, f),
each complete bipartite graph Km,n with mn = q admits an
S-sequence group-labelling.
Proof. We write the vertex set V (Km,n) = {ui, vj : i ∈
[1,m], j ∈ [1, n]} and edge set E(Km,n) = {uivj : i ∈
[1,m], j ∈ [1, n]} of Km,n. Without loss of generality, m ≤ n,
we select Ha as the zero, and define a labelling h of Km,n
as:
(1) f(u1) = Ha, f(vj) = Ha+(j−1)b, and f(u1vj) =
Ha+(j−1)b = f(u1)⊕ f(vj) with j ∈ [1, n].
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 34. (a) A scale-free network S of 132 vertices, also a Sierpinski
model ( [44]); (b)-(d) three spanning (scale-free) trees of S having
maximal leaves, they have different diameters.
(2) f(uk+1) = Ha+knb with k ∈ [1,m − 1], Ha+knb ⊕
Ha+(j−1)b = Ha+(kn+j−1)b with j ∈ [1, n]: Ha+knb ⊕Ha =
Ha+knb, Ha+knb⊕Ha+b = Ha+(kn+1)b, Ha+knb⊕Ha+2b =
Ha+(kn+2)b, . . . , Ha+knb ⊕Ha+(n−1)b = Ha+[(k+1)n−1]b.
(3) f(uk+1vj) = Ha+(kn+j−1)b = Ha+knb ⊕Ha+(j−1)b =
f(uk+1)⊕ f(vj) with k ∈ [1,m− 1] and j ∈ [1, n].
It is not difficult to verify that f is just an S-sequence group-
labelling, as desired.
Theorem 10. Suppose S∗ = {Hij}m1 is a subsequence of
a sequence S = {Hi}q1 from an every-zero graphic group
Fn(H, f), if the unique cycle Cm of a ring-like network Nring
of q edges admits an S∗-sequence group-coloring (or group-
labelling), then Nring admits an S-sequence group-labelling.
Proof. Let h : V (Cm)→ S∗ = {Hij}m1 be a an S∗-sequence
group-labelling of Cm. We divide the remainder elements of
the sequence S \ S∗ into m groups Si with |Si| = |E(Ti)|
and i ∈ [1,m]. Next, we use the TREE-GROUP-COLORING
algorithm to label each tree Ti after distributing the elements
of Si to the edges of Ti by one-vs-one based on the every-zero
graphic group Fn(H, f), finally, we get a desired S-sequence
group-coloring (or group-labelling) of the ring-like network
Nring .
By the method in the proof of Theorem 10, we can prove: A
generalized ring-like network N∗gring has a connected graph
G such that the deletion of all vertices of G from N∗gring
results in a forest (a forest H is disconnected graph, and each
component of H is just a tree). If G admits an S∗-sequence
group-labelling, then Ngring admits an S-sequence group-
labelling, where S∗ = {Hij}m1 ⊂ S = {Hi}q1 ⊆ Fn(H, f).
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Fig. 35. Other eight odd-graceful labellings of H displayed in Fig.
28.
In Fig.35(g), H admits an odd-graceful labelling fg :
V (H) → [0, 13] such that fg(E(H)) = [1, 13]o and {|a −
b| : a, b ∈ fg(V (H))} = [1, 13], we call fg a perfect
odd-graceful labelling. Similarly, we can define a perfect
odd-elegant labelling, and so on. Thereby, we propose the
following new labellings:
Definition 14. ∗ Let f be an odd-graceful labelling of a (p, q)-
graph G, such that f(V (G)) ⊂ [0, 2q − 1]o and f(E(G)) =
[1, 2q − 1]o. If {|a− b| : a, b ∈ f(V (G))} = [1, p], then f is
called a perfect odd-graceful labelling of G. 2
Definition 15. ∗ Suppose that a (p, q)-graph G admits an ε-
labelling h : V (G) → S ⊆ [0, p + q]. If {|a − b| : a, b ∈
f(V (G))} = [1, p], we call f a perfect ε-labelling of G. 2
D. Complexity of encrypted networks by every-zero graphic
groups
The complexity of Theorem 8 is n2 · q!, since there are:
each edge labelling fi : E(G) → {Hi}q1, each zero Hj , each
initial vertex Hk.
Theorem 8 and the TREE-GROUP-COLORING algorithm
show that any tree-like network can be encrypted by every-
zero graphic groups. We point that encrypted networks
Net(G,Fn(H,h)) have the following advantages for with-
standing decryption:
Com-1. An encrypted network Net(G,Fn(H,h)) have a
large number of vertices.
Com-2. Each element Hk of Fn(H,h) can be con-
sidered as the “zero”, so there exist M encrypted net-
work Net(G,Fn(H,h)) for a fixed every-zero graphic group
Fn(H,h), where M = |Fn(H,h)|.
Com-3. There are many sequences {Hi}q1 of Fn(H,h),
and there are many permutations {Hij}q1 of {Hi}q1 to label
the edges of G by the TREE-GROUP-COLORING algorithm.
Com-4. There are many labellings h1, h2, . . . , hm of H
to form Fn(H,hi) with i ∈ [1,m] such that h, h1, h2, . . . , hm
belong to the same class Class, see Fig.30 and Fig.35.
Com-5. H may admits many labellings that do not belong
to Class, such as graceful labelling, odd-elegant labelling,
edge-magic total labelling, and so on.
Com-6. There are many graphs H∗ like H that can form
Fn(H
∗, hj).
Com-7. In an encrypted network Net(G,Fn(H,h)), there
many ways to join F (u) with F (uv) by edges and to join
F (uv) with F (v) by edges, so we have many encrypted
network Net(G,Fn(H,h)). Such joining method can interrupt
an attack that has decrypted the Topsnut-gpws Hi on some
vertices.
Com-8. There are many ways to generate vv-type/vev-type
TB-paws from an encrypted network Net(G,Fn(H,h)).
Com-9. If G = T (t) is a spanning tree of a dynamic
network N(t) at time step t, then Net(T (t), Fn(H,h)) can
be considered as a network password of N(t) at time step
t. Since there are a(t) spanning trees of N(t) at a fixed
time step t, so we have a(t) encrypted networks of the form
Net(T (t), Fn(H,h)).
The facts listed above indicate that it is not easy to at-
tack encrypted networks Net(G,Fn(H,h)), in other words,
encrypted networks Net(G,Fn(H,h)) are provable security.
E. Encrypting networks by pan-matrices
Motivated from Topsnut-matrices Avev(G), we can define
so-called pan-matrices for encrypting networks.
Definition 16. ∗ For an every-zero graphic group Fn(H,h) =
{Hi, H ′i, H ′′i }n1 , a graphic group-matrix Pvev(G) of a (p, q)-
graph G is defined as Pvev(G) = (XP ,WP , YP )−1 with
XP = (H1 H2 · · · Hq),WP = (H ′1 H ′2 · · · H ′q)
YP = (H
′′
1 H
′′
2 · · · H ′′q ),
(35)
where each edge uivi of G with i ∈ [1, q] is labelled by H ′i ,
and its own two ends ui and vi are labelled by Hi and H ′′i
respectively; and G has another graphic group-matrix Pvv(G)
defined as Pvv(G) = (XP , YP )−1, where XP , YP are called
pan-v-vectors, WP is called pan-e-vector. 2
See Fig.28 and Fig.29 for understanding Definition 16.
Notice that the every-zero graphic group F14(H, f) indicated
in Fig.27 corresponds an every-zero matrix group An(H, f),
in which every element Avev(Hi) is the Topsnut-matrix of
Topsnut-gpw Hi ∈ F14(H, f).
For an every-zero matrix group
An(G, f) = {Avev(Gi), Avev(G′i), Avev(G′′i )}n1
we define a matrix group-matrix Mvev(G) of a (p, q)-graph
G as: Mvev(G) = (XM ,WM , YM )−1 with
XM = (Avev(G1) Avev(G2) · · · Avev(Gq)),
WM = (Avev(G
′
1) Avev(G
′
2) · · · Avev(G′q)),
YM = (Avev(G
′′
1) Avev(G
′′
2) · · · Avev(G′′q )),
where each edge label Avev(G′i) has its own two end la-
bels Avev(G′′i ) and Avev(Gi) with i ∈ [1, q]; and G has
another matrix group-matrix Pvv(G) defined as Mvv(G) =
(XM , YM )
−1, where XM , YM are called pan-v-vectors, WM
is called pan-e-vector.
F. New graphic groups made by encrypting networks
Motivated from Fig.31, we show the following result:
Theorem 11. Suppose that N = Net(G,Fn(H, f)) is an
encrypted network labelled by a group-labelling group based
on an every-zero graphic group Fn(H, f) under a zero
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Hk ∈ Fn(H, f). Then we have an every-zero graphic group
Fn(N, group).
Proof. By the hypothesis of the theorem, we have a group-
labelling group : V (G) → Fn(H, f), group : E(G) → {Hi}q1
with {Hi}q1 ⊂ Fn(H, f) for an every-zero graphic group
Fn(H, f), such that group(u) 6= group(v) for each edge uv ∈
E(G), group(uv) = group(u) ⊕ group(v) ∈ group(E(G)) =
{Hi}q1 under the zero Hk ∈ Fn(H, f). The resulting encrypted
network is denoted as N . Let N = N1 and group = g
(1)
roup.
We construct the desired group Fn(N, group) by adding
k to the lower index i of the label Hi = group(u) of each
vertex u of G, and adding k to the lower index (i, j) of the
label H(i,j) = group(uv) of each edge uv of G with Hj =
group(v) under modular n. So, we get new encrypted networks
Nk+1 = {Hi+k (modn) : Hi = group(u), u ∈ V (G)} ∪
{H(i,j)+k (modn) : H(i,j) = group(uv), uv ∈ E(G)}, and
write the labelling of Nk+1 by g
(k+1)
roup , k ∈ [1, n−1]. Thereby,
we get a set Fn(N, group) = {Nk+1 : k ∈ [0, n− 1]}
Next, we select arbitrarily an element Nk ∈ Fn(N, group)
as zero, and define an operation ⊕ for Fn(N, group) as:
Ni ⊕ Nj = Ni+j−k (modn) means g(i)roup(w) ⊕ g(j)roup(w) =
g
(i+j−k)
roup (w) (modn) for w ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G). For w ∈ V (G)
as g(1)roup(w) = Hs, we have g
(i)
roup(w) = Hs+i, g
(j)
roup(w) =
Hs+j , g
(k)
roup(w) = Hs+k, and g
(i+j−k)
roup (w) = Hs+i+j−k.
Thereby, we have
Hs+i ⊕Hs+j = Hs+i+j−(s+k) (modn) = Hi+j−k (modn),
and have proven
g(i)roup(w)⊕ g(j)roup(w) = g(i+j−k)roup (w) (modn),
for w ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G), and it is not hard to show the Zero,
the Inverse, the Uniqueness and Closure, the Commutative law
and the Associative law on Fn(H, f), since Fn(H, f) is an
every-zero graphic group ([22], [35], [30]).
The claim of the theorem is proven.
An example for understanding Theorem 11 is shown in
Fig.36.
The authors in [50] and [51] propose other methods for
producing every-zero graphic groups.
V. TOPSNUT-MATCHINGS
Here, for making vv-type/vev-type TB-paws, we will
apply the Path-neighbor-method, Cycle-neighbor-method,
Lobster-neighbor-method,Spider-neighbor-method and Euler-
Hamilton-method introduced in the previous sections.
A. Examples for Topsnut-matchings
We use a Topsnut-gpw T (as a public key) presented in
Fig.1 to induce a vev-type TB-paw
Dvev(T ) =13323224125132331341451561623167
223231622817918101911202220122120,
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Fig. 36. An every-zero graphic group F14(N, group) made by an
encrypted network N1 = Net(T, F14(H, f)) pictured in Fig.31.
by hands, and another Topsnut-gpw H (as a private key)
distributes us a vev-type TB-paw
Dvev(H) =13141131207189161115121111721
921417201223245256131910152381.
Thus, we get a digital authentication 〈T,H〉, which gener-
ates the authentication vev-type TB-paw Dvev(〈T,H〉) as
follows:
Dvev(〈T,H〉) = Dvev(T ) unionmultiDvev(H). (36)
or
D′vev(〈T,H〉) = Dvev(H) unionmultiDvev(T ). (37)
Clearly, Dvev(〈T,H〉) differs from D′vev(〈T,H〉).
Notice that a Topsnut-gpw authentication contains two parts:
digital authentication, topological structure authentication.
In this example, the topological structure authentication is
the unlabelled graph 〈T,H〉. We emphasize the topological
structure authentication, since a Topsnut-gpw (as a public key)
may match with two or more Topsnut-gpws (as private keys).
See Fig.47, a Topsnut-gpw T matches with three Topsnut-
gpws G1, G2 and H , but three matchings differ from each
other in topological structures. The vev-type TB-paw Dvev(T )
matches with the following TB-paw
Dvev(G1) =132512422331332010211122122313
31020319410415616717818946144,
20
since the topological structure of T is isomorphic to that of
G1. So, Dvev(〈T,G1〉) differs from Dvev(〈T,H〉).
Unfortunately, for a given Topsnut-gpw G admitting a
labelling being the same as that admitted by T shown in
Fig.47(a), we do ont have efficient algorithm for finding all
matchings of G, and go on theoretical jobs on them.
B. Why are Topsnut-matrices good for generating TB-paws
Definition 17. [33] A total labelling f : V (G) ∪ E(G) →
[1, p+ q] for a bipartite (p, q)-graph G is a bijection holding:
(i) (e-magic) f(uv) + |f(u)− f(v)| = k;
(ii) (ee-difference) each edge uv matches with another edge
xy holding f(uv) = |f(x)− f(y)| (or f(uv) = (p+ q+ 1)−
|f(x)− f(y)|);
(iii) (ee-balanced) let s(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| − f(uv) for
uv ∈ E(G), then there exists a constant k′ such that each edge
uv matches with another edge u′v′ holding s(uv)+s(u′v′) =
k′ (or (p+ q + 1) + s(uv) + s(u′v′) = k′) true;
(iv) (EV-ordered) fmin(V (G)) > fmax(E(G)) (or
fmax(V (G)) < fmin(E(G)), or f(V (G)) ⊆ f(E(G)), or
f(E(G)) ⊆ f(V (G)), or f(V (G)) is an odd-set and f(E(G))
is an even-set;
(v) (ve-matching) there exists a constant k′′ such that each
edge uv matches with one vertex w such that f(uv)+f(w) =
k′′, and each vertex z matches with one edge xy such that
f(z) + f(xy) = k′′, except the singularity f(x0) = bp+q+12 c;
(vi) (set-ordered) fmax(X) < fmin(Y ) (or fmin(X) >
fmax(Y )) for the bipartition (X,Y ) of V (G).
We call f a 6C-labelling of G. 2
In Definition 17, it is natural, each edge uv corresponds
another edge xy such that
f(uv) + f(xy) = min f(E(G)) + max f(E(G)) (38)
and each vertex w corresponds another vertex z such that
f(w) + f(z) = min f(V (G)) + max f(V (G)). (39)
In Fig.37, the Topsnut-matrix A(T ) matches with its dual
Topsnut-matrix A−1(T ), since the sum of each element of
A(T ) and its corresponding element of A−1(T ) is just 26.
According to Definition 17, the Topsnut-matrix A(T ) =
(X W Y )−1 holds the 6C-restriction: (i) ei + |xi − yi| = 13;
(ii) ei = |xj − yj |; (iii) (|xi− yi|− ei) + (|xj − yj |− ej) = 0;
(iv) min(X ∪Y ) > maxW ; (v) ei+xs = 26 or ei+yt = 26;
(vi) minX > maxY . However, the dual Topsnut-matrix
A−1(T ) = (X ′ W ′ Y ′)−1 holds e′i − |x′i − y′i| = 13 and
min(X ′ ∪ Y ′) < maxW ′ only.
Notice that T 6∼= H , see Fig.47(a) and (d). And 1〈T,H〉
obtained by coinciding the vertex x0 of G having f(x0) = 13
with the vertex w0 of H having g(w0) = 13 is a 6C-
complementary matching conforming to Definition 22. More-
over, the Topsnut-matrix A(H) = (X ′′ W ′′ Y ′′)−1 holds the
6C-restriction: (i) e′′i +|x′′i −y′′i | = 13; (ii) e′′i = 26−|x′′j −y′′j |;
(iii) 26 − [(|x′′i − y′′i | − e′′i ) + (|x′′j − y′′j | − e′′j )] = 0; (iv)
min(X ∪ Y ) < maxW ; (v) e′′i + x′′s = 26 or e′′i + y′′t = 26;
(vi) minX > maxY .
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Fig. 37. A Topsnut-matrix A(T ) of a Topsnut-gpw T shown in
Fig.47(a), and the dual Topsnut-matrix A−1(T ) of A(T ).
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Fig. 38. A Topsnut-matrix A(H) of a Topsnut-gpw H shown
in Fig.47(d), which matches with the Topsnut-matrix A(T ) of a
Topsnut-gpw T shown in Fig.47(a).
We like to use Topsnut-matrices to generate TB-paws since
there are the following advantages of Topsnut-matrices:
Prop-1. Topsnut-matrices are easily saved in computer.
Prop-2. A Topsnut-matrix Avev(G) of a (p, q)-graph G
generates at least
∑M
m=1(m!) vv-type/vev-type TB-paws,
where M = b3q/2c.
Prop-3. In general, the vv-type/vev-type TB-paws gener-
ated by a Topsnut-matrix A(1〈T,H〉) differ from those vv-
type/vev-type TB-paws of form D(T )unionmultiD(H) obtained from
two Topsnut-matrices A(T ) and A(H).
Prop-4. The procedure of rebuilding a Topsnut-matrix
A(T ) by a vv-type/vev-type TB-paw D(T ), verifying A(T )
holding the 6C-restriction, and then redrawing the Topsnut-
gpw T by A(T ), is not easy to be realized, even impossible
if a Topsnut-gpw possesses thousands of vertices and edges.
Thereby, it is hard to reproduce a 6C-complementary matching
1〈T,H〉 when T is as a public key, H is a private key and
1〈T,H〉 is an authentication.
C. Looking for matchings
We use an example to illustrate a procedure of transforming
a graceful labelling to an odd-graceful labelling. The tree T
of 17 vertices depicted in Fig.39 admits a set-ordered graceful
labelling f shown in Fig.39(a): max f(X) < min f(Y ) with
X = {black vertices} and Y = {white vertices}, each edge
uv of T is balled by f(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)|, such that
f(E(T )) = [1, 16]. First, we define a labelling f1 of T
by setting f1(x) = 2f(x) with x ∈ X , f1(y) = f(y)
with y ∈ Y , and f1(uv) = f(uv) for uv ∈ E(T ) (see
Fig.39(b)). Second, we define another labelling f2 of T by
setting f2(x) = f1(x) with x ∈ X , f2(y) = 2f1(y) − 1
with y ∈ Y , and f2(uv) = f1(uv) for uv ∈ E(T ) (see
Fig.39(c)). Finally, we have the desired odd-graceful labelling
f3 obtained by setting f3(w) = f2(w) with w ∈ X ∪ Y , and
f3(uv) = |f2(u)− f2(v)| for uv ∈ E(T ) (see Fig.39(d)).
The set-ordered graceful labelling f of T presented in
Fig.39(a) induces a Topsnut-matrix Aa depicted in Fig.40. And
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Fig. 39. A procedure of transforming a graceful labelling to an odd-
graceful labelling.
other three labellings f1, f2 and f3 give us three Topsnut-
matrices Ab, Ac and Ad shown in Fig.40, respectively.
Thereby, we have a Topsnut-matrix chain Aa → Ab → Ac →
Ad and a TB-paw chain Da → Db → Dc → Dd obtained
from Aa, Ab, Ac, Ad, respectively. In general, Topsnut-gpws
contain three basic characters:
(1) Topsnut-gpws = Topological structures (configuration,
graph) plus labelling/colorings;
(2) Topsnut-matrices join Topsnut-gpws by TB-paws;
(3) TB-paws are easy for encryption.
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Fig. 40. Four Topsnut-matrices corresponding four Topsnut-gpws.
Lemma 12. [33] If a tree admits a set-ordered graceful
labelling if and only if it admits a 6C-labelling.
Theorem 13. If two trees of p vertices admit set-ordered
graceful labellings, then they are a 6C-complementary match-
ing.
Proof. Assume that each tree Ti of p vertices admits a set-
ordered graceful labelling fi and let (Xi, Yi) be the bipartition
of Ti with i = 1, 2. So, by the definition of a set-ordered
graceful labelling, we have max fi(Xi) < min fi(Yi) where
Xi = {xi,j : j ∈ [1, si]} and Yi = {yi,j : j ∈ [1, ti]} holding
si + ti = p with i = 1, 2. Without loss of generality, we can
set fi(xi,j) = j − 1 for j ∈ [1, si], fi(yi,j) = si + j − 1 for
j ∈ [1, ti] and fi(xi,syi,t) = fi(yi,t) − fi(xi,s) = si + t − s
for each edge xi,syi,t ∈ E(Ti), and fi(E(Ti)) = [1, p] for
i = 1, 2.
We define another labelling f∗1 of T1 as: f
∗
1 (w) = p+f1(w)
for w ∈ V (T1) and f∗1 (x1,sy1,t) = p+1−f(x1,sy1,t) for each
edge x1,sy1,t ∈ E(T1). So, we can compute f∗1 (V (T1)) =
[p, 2p− 1], f∗1 (E(T1)) = [1, p− 1].
Next, we define another labelling f∗2 of T2 as: f
∗
2 (w) =
f2(w) + 1 for w ∈ V (T2) and f∗2 (x2,iy2,j) = p+ f2(x2,iy2,j)
for each edge x2,iy2,j ∈ E(T2). Thereby, we get f∗2 (V (T2)) =
[1, p], f∗2 (E(T2)) = [p+ 1, 2p− 1].
Notice that f∗1 (V (T1)) \ {p} = f∗2 (E(T2)), f∗1 (E(T1)) =
f∗2 (V (T2)) \ {p}, and by Lemma 12, we have proven the
theorem.
Definition 18. ∗ Let fi : V (G) → [a, b] be a labelling of
a (p, q)-graph G and define each edge uv ∈ E(G) has its
own label as fi(uv) = |fi(u) − fi(v)| with i = 1, 2. If each
edge uv ∈ E(G) holds f1(uv) + f2(uv) = k true, where k
is a positive constant, we call f1 and f2 are a pair of image-
labellings, and fi a mirror-image of f3−i with i = 1, 2. 2
A tree T appeared in Fig.41 admits a pair of set-ordered
graceful image-labellings (a) and (b). We can consider a pair
of image-labellings as a matching labelling too.
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Fig. 41. (a) and (b) are a pair of set-ordered graceful image-labellings
with fa(uv) + hb(uv) = 17; (c) and (d) are a pair of set-ordered
odd-graceful image-labellings with fc(uv) + hd(uv) = 32.
Lemma 14. If a tree T admits a set-ordered graceful labelling
f , then T admits another set-ordered graceful labelling g such
that f and g are a pair of image-labellings.
Proof. Suppose that (X,Y ) is the bipartition of a tree T with
p vertices, where X = {xi : i ∈ [1, s]} and Y = {yj :
j ∈ [1, t]} holding s + t = |V (T )| = p. By the hypothesis
of the theorem, T admits a set-ordered graceful labelling f
such that f(xi) = i − 1 for i ∈ [1, s], f(yj) = s + j − 1
for j ∈ [1, t] and f(xiyj) = f(yj) − f(xi) = s + j − i for
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each edge xiyj ∈ E(T ). We define another labelling g of T as:
g(xi) = s−1−f(xi) for i ∈ [1, s], g(yj) = t+2s−1−f(yj)
for j ∈ [1, t], then
g(xiyj) = g(yj)− g(xi)
= t+ 2s− 1− f(yj)− [s− 1− f(xi)]
= t+ s− [f(yj)− f(xi)]
= t+ s− f(xiyj)
(40)
for each edge xiyj ∈ E(T ). So,
f(xiyj) + g(xiyj) = t+ s = |E(T )|+ 1,
a constant, as desired.
In [32], the authors have proven the following mutually
equivalent labellings:
Theorem 15. [32] Let T be a tree on p vertices, and let
(X,Y ) be its bipartition. For all values of integers k ≥ 1 and
d ≥ 1, the following assertions are mutually equivalent:
(1) T admits a set-ordered graceful labelling f with
f(X) < f(Y ).
(2) T admits a super felicitous labelling α with α(X) <
α(Y ).
(3) T admits a (k, d)-graceful labelling β with β(x) <
β(y)− k + d for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
(4) T admits a super edge-magic total labelling γ with
γ(X) < γ(Y ) and a magic constant |X|+ 2p+ 1.
(5) T admits a super (|X|+ p+ 3, 2)-edge antimagic total
labelling θ with θ(X) < θ(Y ).
(6) T has an odd-elegant labelling η with η(x) + η(y) ≤
2p− 3 for every edge xy ∈ E(T ).
(7) T has a (k, d)-arithmetic labelling ψ with ψ(x) <
ψ(y)− k + d · |X| for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
(8) T has a harmonious labelling ϕ with ϕ(X) < ϕ(Y \
{y0}) and ϕ(y0) = 0.
By Lemma 14 and Theorem 15, if a tree T admits set-
ordered graceful labelling, then we have the following results
and present Fig.42 and Fig.43 for illustrating these results:
Theorem 16. If a tree T admits set-ordered graceful la-
belling, then T admits a pair of SKD image-labellings, where
SKD ∈ { set-ordered graceful, set-ordered odd-graceful,
edge-magic graceful, set-ordered felicitous, set-ordered odd-
elegant, super set-ordered edge-magic total, super set-ordered
edge-antimagic total, set-ordered (k, d)-graceful, (k, d)-edge
antimagic total, (k, d)-arithmetic total, harmonious, (k, d)-
harmonious }.
The above results on image-labellings are illustrated in
Fig.42, Fig.43 and Fig.54, however, we omit the proofs of
them here.
Motivated from the definitions of harmonious labelling
and (k, d)-harmonious labelling in [36], we present two new
labellings as follows:
Definition 19. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits two (k, d)-
harmonious labellings fi : V (G)→ X0 ∪Xk,d with i = 1, 2,
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Fig. 42. A tree T admits ([4], [41], [42]): (a) a pair of set-ordered
graceful image-labellings f1 and h1; (b) a pair of set-ordered odd-
graceful image-labellings f2 and h2; (c) a pair of edge-magic graceful
image-labellings f3 and h3; (d) a pair of set-ordered felicitous image-
labellings f4 and h4; (e) a pair of set-ordered odd-elegant image-
labellings f5 and h5.
where X0 = {0, d, 2d, . . . , (q − 1)d} and Xk,d = {k, k +
d, k+ 2d, . . . , k+ (q− 1)d}, such that each edge uv ∈ E(G)
is labelled as fi(uv) − k = [fi(uv) + fi(uv) − k (mod qd)]
with i = 1, 2. If f1(uv) + f2(uv) = 2k + (q − 1)d, we call
f1 and f2 a pair of (k, d)-harmonious image-labellings of G
(see Fig.43). 2
Definition 20. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits a (k, d)-labellings f ,
and another (p′, q′)-graph H admits another (k, d)-labellings
g. If (X0∪Xk,d)\f(V (G)∪E(G)) = g(V (H)∪E(H)), then
g is called a complementary (k, d)-labelling of f , and both f
and g are a twin (k, d)-labellings of G (see Fig.43). 2
VI. OTHER TECHNIQUES FOR PRODUCING TB-PAWS
A. A new 6C-labelling, reciprocal-inverse labellings
We introduce a new 6C-labelling, called odd-6C-labelling,
and two examples exhibited in Fig.45 are for understanding
odd-6C-labellings.
Definition 21. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits a total labelling
f : V (G) ∪ E(G)→ [1, 4q − 1]. If this labelling f holds:
(i) (e-magic) f(uv) + |f(u)− f(v)| = k, and f(uv) is odd;
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Fig. 43. A tree T admits ([4], [41], [42]): (f) a pair of super set-
ordered edge-magic total image-labellings f6 and h6; (g) a pair of
set-ordered (k, d)-graceful image-labellings f7 and h7; (h) a pair of
super set-ordered edge-antimagic total image-labellings f8 and h8;
(i) a pair of (k, d)-edge antimagic total image-labellings f9 and h9;
(j) a pair of (k, d)-arithmetic image-labellings f10 and h10.
(ii) (ee-difference) each edge uv matches with another edge
xy holding f(uv) = 2q + |f(x)− f(y)|;
(iii) (ee-balanced) let s(uv) = |f(u) − f(v)| − f(uv) for
uv ∈ E(G), then there exists a constant k′ such that each edge
uv matches with another edge u′v′ holding s(uv)+s(u′v′) =
k′ (or (p+ q + 1) + s(uv) + s(u′v′) = k′) true;
(iv) (EV-ordered) fmax(V (G)) < fmin(E(G)), and {|a−b| :
a, b ∈ f(V (G))} = [1, 2q − 1];
(v) (ve-matching) there exists two constant k1, k2 such that
each edge uv matches with one vertex w such that f(uv) +
f(w) = k1 (or k2);
(vi) (set-ordered) fmax(X) < fmin(Y ) for the bipartition
(X,Y ) of V (G).
We call f an odd-6C-labelling of G. 2
By the way, we have discover Fig.45(c) and Fig.45(f) have
their reciprocal-inverse matchings depicted in Fig.46.
Definition 22. [33] For a given (p, q)-tree G admitting a 6C-
labelling f , and another (p, q)-tree H admits a 6C-labelling
g, if they hold f(V (G)) \ X∗ = g(E(H)), f(E(G)) =
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Fig. 44. A tree T holds: (a) and (b) are a pair of harmonious
image-labellings; (c) and (d) are a pair of (k, d)-harmonious image-
labellings; (c) and (e) are a twin (k, d)-harmonious labellings; (d)
and (f) are a twin (k, d)-harmonious labellings.
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Fig. 45. The Topsnut-gpw (a) made by adding 32 to each edge label
of a Topsnut-gpw (c) shown in Fig.41. (a)→(b)→(c) is a procedure
of obtaining a 6C-labellings from a pan-odd-graceful total labelling;
(a)→(d)→(e)→(f) is a procedure of obtaining another 6C-labellings
from a pan-odd-graceful total labelling.
g(V (H)) \X∗ and f(V (G)) ∩ g(V (H)) = X∗ = {z0} with
z0 = bp+q+12 c, then f and g are pairwise reciprocal-inverse.
The graph 1〈G,H〉 obtained by coinciding the vertex x0
of G having f(x0) = z0 with the vertex w0 of H having
g(w0) = z0 is called a 6C-complementary matching. 2
Definition 23. [33] Suppose that a (p, q)-graph G admits a
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Fig. 46. (a) and (b) are a reciprocal-inverse matching, where (a) is
Fig.45(c); (c) and (d) form a reciprocal-inverse matching, where (c)
is Fig.45(f).
total labelling f : V (G)∪E(G)→ [1, p+q], and a (q, p)-graph
H admits another total labelling g : V (H)∪E(H)→ [1, p+q].
If f(E(G)) = g(V (H)) \X∗ and f(V (G)) \X∗ = g(E(H))
for X∗ = f(V (G)) ∩ g(V (H)), then f and g are reciprocal-
inverse (or reciprocal complementary) to each other, and H
(or G) is an inverse matching of G (or H). 2
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Fig. 47. A Topsnut-gpw T depicted in Fig.1(a) has three inverse
matchings G1, G2 and H , and there are three 6C-complementary
matchings 1〈G,H〉, 1〈G,G1〉 and 1〈G,G2〉.
Theorem 17. For two reciprocal-inverse labellings f and g
defined in Definition 22, if {|a−b| : a, b ∈ f(V (G))} = [1, q],
then {|c− d| : c, d ∈ g(V (H))} = [1, q].
Theorem 18. If two trees of p vertices admit set-ordered
graceful labellings, then they are inverse matching to each
other under the edge-magic graceful labellings.
Proof. By the hypothesis of the theorem, we have known
that each tree Ti of p vertices admits a set-ordered graceful
labelling fi and let (Xi, Yi) be the bipartition of Ti with i =
1, 2. The definition of a set-ordered graceful labelling means
max fi(Xi) < min fi(Yi) where Xi = {xi,j : j ∈ [1, si]}
and Yi = {yi,j : j ∈ [1, ti]} as well as si + ti = p with
i = 1, 2. Since each fi is a graceful labelling, so we set
fi(xi,j) = j − 1 for j ∈ [1, si], fi(yi,j) = si + j − 1 for
j ∈ [1, ti] and fi(xi,syi,t) = fi(yi,t) − fi(xi,s) = si + t − s
for each edge xi,syi,t ∈ E(Ti), and fi(E(Ti)) = [1, p] with
i = 1, 2.
We define gi(xi,j) = fi(xi,j) + 1 for xi,j ∈ Xi, gi(yi,j) =
fi(yi,ti−j+1)+1 for yi,j ∈ Yi, and gi(xi,syi,t) = fi(xi,syi,t)+
p for xi,syi,t ∈ E(Ti) with i = 1, 2. Notice that fi(yi,j) +
fi(yi,ti−j+1) = 2si + ti− 1 = si + p− 1 with i = 1, 2. Thus,
gi(xi,s) + gi(xi,syi,t) + gi(yi,t)
= fi(xi,s) + 1 + fi(xi,syi,t) + p+ fi(yi,ti−t+1) + 1
= fi(xi,s) + fi(xi,syi,t) + p+ si + p− fi(yi,t) + 1
= 2p+ si + 1
with i = 1, 2, since fi(xi,syi,t) = fi(yi,t) − fi(xi,s).
Thereby, each gi is an edge-magic graceful labelling, such
that gi(V (Ti)) = [1, p] and gi(E(Ti)) = [p + 1, 2p − 1] with
i = 1, 2. Again, we define another labelling h2 of T2 as:
h2(w) = 2p − g2(w) for w ∈ V (T2) ∪ E(T2). Hence, we
have h2(E(T2)) = [1, p− 1] and h2(V (T2)) = [p, 2p− 1], so
g1(V (T1))\{p} = h2(E(T2)), g1(E(T1)) = h2(V (T2))\{p}.
By Definition 23, g1 and h2 are reciprocal-inverse to each
other.
B. Random Topsnut-sequences for encrypting large scale of
files
Let Ti+1 = Ti + Li be a recursive tree, where Li is a leaf
set, Ti +Li is a result of adding randomly leaves of Li to the
tree Ti. In other words, Ti ⊂ Ti+1, that is, Ti is a subgraph of
Ti+1. If each tree Ti admits a set-ordered graceful labelling fi
with i ∈ [1, n], we say {Ti}n1 a set-ordered graceful recursive
sequence. If each tree Hi is obtained by adding randomly
leaves of a leaf set L′i to Ti ∈ {Ti}n1 with i ∈ [1, n], we call
{Hi}n1 a leaf-adding associated sequence, Hi a leaf-adding
associated matching. By [41] and [42], each Hi ∈ {Hi}n1
admits an odd-graceful labelling and an odd-elegant labelling.
As known, each recursive tree Ti of {Ti}n1 induces a
Topsnut-matrix Avev(Ti), and Avev(Ti) distributes a TB-paw
D(Ti), so Ti is a public key; a leaf-adding associated match-
ing Hi of Ti corresponds a Topsnut-matrix Avev(Hi), and
Avev(Hi) induces a TB-paw D(Hi), so Hi can be considered
as a private key. Thereby, we get a pair of matching TB-paws
D(Ti) and D(Hi) with i ∈ [1, n], moreover, two random
TB-paw sequences {D(Ti)}n1 and {D(Hi)}n1 can be used
to encrypt large scale of files, since {Ti}n1 and {Hi}n1 have
random property.
Theorem 19. If each tree Ti is a caterpillar and Ti ⊂ Ti+1
with i ∈ [1, n−1], then we have a set-ordered graceful recur-
sive sequence {Ti}n1 and its leaf-adding associated sequence
{Hi}n1 such that each each Hi ∈ {Hi}n1 admits an odd-
graceful labelling and an odd-elegant labelling.
We define a parameter sequence
{(ki, di)}m1 = {(k1, d1), (k2, d2), . . . , (km, dm)}
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and introduce a Topsnut-gpw sequence {G(ki,di)}m1 made by
an integer sequence {(ki, di)}m1 and a (p, q)-graph G, where
each Topsnut-gpw G(ki,di) ∼= G. Let
S(ki, di)
q
1 = {ki, ki + di, . . . , ki + (q − 1)di}
be a recursive set for integers ki ≥ 1, di ≥ 1. Each Topsnut-
gpw G(ki,di) ∈ {G(ki,di)}m1 admits one labelling of four
parameter labellings defined in Definition 24.
Definition 24. [4] (1) A (ki, di)-graceful labelling f of Gi
hold f(V (Gi)) ⊆ [0, ki + (q − 1)di], f(x) 6= f(y) for
distinct x, y ∈ V (Gi) and pi(E(Gi)) = {|pi(u)− pi(v)|; uv ∈
E(Gi)} = S(ki, di)q1.
(2) A labeling f of Gi is said to be (ki, di)-arithmetic if
f(V (Gi)) ⊆ [0, ki + (q − 1)di], f(x) 6= f(y) for distinct
x, y ∈ V (Gi) and {f(u) + f(v) : uv ∈ E(Gi)} = S(ki, di)q1.
(3) A (ki, di)-edge antimagic total labelling f of Gi hold
f(V (Gi) ∪ E(Gi)) = [1, p + q] and {f(u) + f(v) + f(uv) :
uv ∈ E(Gi)} = S(ki, di)q1, and furthermore f is super if
f(V (Gi)) = [1, p].
(4) A (ki, di)-harmonious labelling of a (p, q)-graph Gi is
defined by a mapping h : V (G) → [0, k + (q − 1)di] with
ki, di ≥ 1, such that f(x) 6= f(y) for any pair of vertices
x, y of G, h(u) + h(v)(mod∗ qdi) means that h(uv) − k =
[h(u) + h(v) − k](mod qdi) for each edge uv ∈ E(G), and
the edge label set h(E(G)) = {ki, ki+di, . . . , ki+(q−1)di}
holds true. 2
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Fig. 48. Based on Fig.43(g), there are: (a) A (101, 11)-graceful image-
labellings; (b) a (11, 101)-graceful image-labellings.
Fig.48(a) distributes a TB-paw
Da =11123134134145145156156
16711134123111122210133
and another TB-paw
Db =3031131411241521351631461
7303617516101414202314303.
We can make TB-paws, like Da and Db, having bytes as
more as we desired.
The complex of a Topsnut-gpw sequence {G(ki,di)}m1 is:
(i) {(ki, di)}m1 is a random sequence or a sequence with
many restrictions.
(ii) G(ki,di) ∼= G is a regularity.
(iii) Each G(ki,di) ∈ {G(ki,di)}m1 admits randomly one
labelling in Definition 24.
(iv) Each G(ki,di) ∈ {G(ki,di)}m1 has its matching
H(ki,di) ∈ {H(ki,di)}m1 under the meaning of image-labelling,
inverse labelling and twin labelling, and so on.
Applying Topsnut-gpw sequences in encrypting
graphs/networks. In the subsection of “Graphs labelled
by every-zero graphic groups”, we have proposed a new
topic of encrypting graphs (or networks, dynamic networks).
Encrypting graphs/networks can be related with Topsnut-gpw
sequences {G(ki,di)}m1 .
Definition 25. Let {(ki, di)}m1 be a sequence with integers
ki ≥ 0 and di ≥ 1, and G be a (p, q)-graph with p ≥ 2 and
q ≥ 1. We define a labelling F : V (G) → {G(ki,di)}m1 , and
F (uivj) = (|ki−kj |, di+dj (mod M)) with F (ui) = G(ki,di)
and F (vj) = G(kj ,dj) for each edge uivj ∈ E(G). Then
(1) If {|ki − kj | : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [1, 2q − 1]o and {di +
dj (mod M)) : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [0, 2q − 3]o, we call F a
twin odd-type graph-labelling of G.
(2) If {|ki − kj | : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [1, q] and {di +
dj (mod M)) : uivj ∈ E(G)} = [0, 2q − 3]o, we call F a
graceful odd-elegant graph-labelling of G.
(3) If {|ki − kj | : uivj ∈ E(G)} and {di +
dj (mod M)) : uivj ∈ E(G)} are generalized Fibonacci
sequences, we call F a twin Fibonacci-type graph-labelling
of G. 2
Clearly, we can define more types Topsnut-gpw sequence
graph-labelling for the requirements of real application.
C. Twin matchings
A phenomenon about twin labellings was proposed and
discussed in [23], that is, the twin odd-graceful labellings
are natural-inspired as keys and locks. In fact, each type
of twin labellings can be considered as a matching. We
have other twin labellings, such as image-labellings, inverse
labellings. We view many examples for twin labellings, and
want to discover that twin labellings have some properties like
quantum entanglement.
Definition 26. ∗ Suppose f : V (G) → [0, 2q − 1] is an odd-
graceful labelling of a (p, q)-graph G and g : V (H)→ [1, 2q]
is a labelling of another (p′, q′)-graph H such that each edge
uv ∈ E(H) has its own label defined as h(uv) = |h(u)−h(v)|
and the edge label set f(E(H)) = [1, 2q− 1]o. We say (f, g)
to be a twin odd-graceful labellings, H a twin odd-graceful
matching of G. 2
We point out that Definition 26 contains the definition of
twin odd-graceful labellings defined in [23], since we consider
the case of non-tree bipartite graphs having twin odd-graceful
labellings. If f(V (G)) ∩ f(V (H)) 6= ∅ in Definition 26, we
coincide the vertex x of G having f(x) = g(y) with the
vertex y of H into one, until the resulting graph has no two
vertices being labelled with the same integer. We denote this
26
graph as G  H . Clearly, the edges of G  H are labelled
by two groups of 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2q − 1. We are interesting on
looking for all twin odd-graceful matchings of G. It is not
hard to see that if G admits different odd-graceful labellings
f1, f2, . . . , fm, each fi may induce twin odd-graceful match-
ings Hi,1, Hi,2, . . . ,Hi,mi of G with i ∈ [1,m] (see Fig.50
and Fig.51).
Lemma 20. Suppose that each tree Ti of p vertices admits
a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling fi with i = 1, 2. If
f1(V (T1)) = f2(V (T2)), then Ti is a twin odd-graceful (resp.
odd-elegant) matching of T3−i with i = 1, 2.
Proof. Let (Xi, Yi) be the bipartition of V (Ti) with i = 1, 2.
So, each label of fi(Xi) is even, and each label of fi(Yi)
is odd, and max fi(Xi) < min fi(Yi) for i = 1, 2. From
f1(V (T1)) = f2(V (T2)) and parity, we have f1(X1) =
f2(X2), f1(Y1) = f2(Y2). We define another labelling g
of T2 as: g(w) = f2(w) for w ∈ V (T2), so g(uv) =
|g(u) − g(v)| = |f2(u) − f2(v)| for each edge uv ∈ E(T2).
We can see g(V (T2)) ⊂ [1, 2|E(T2)|] = [1, 2(p − 1)],
g(E(T2)) = [1, 2(p − 1)]o. Thereby, T2 with the set-ordered
odd-graceful labelling g is just a twin odd-graceful matching
of T1.
The above proof, also, show that Ti is really a twin odd-
graceful matching of T3−i with i = 1, 2.
Since the proof for odd-elegant matching is similar with
above proof, we omit it here.
Lemma 20 implies that any tree admitting a set-ordered
odd-graceful labelling is a twin odd-graceful matching of
itself (see Fig.49 (a) and (b)). In general, a tree admitting
a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling may have two or more
twin odd-graceful matchings in trees, or non-tree graphs, or
disconnected graphs (see Fig.49 (c) and (d)). Fig.49 distributes
three twin odd-graceful matchings TTi with i = 1, 2, 3, after
coinciding two vertices labbelled with 15 into one.
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Fig. 49. (a) A tree T admits a set-ordered odd-graceful labelling;
(b) T is a twin odd-graceful matching of itself by Lemma 20; (c)
another twin odd-graceful matching of T ; (d) a disconnected twin
odd-graceful matching of T .
If G is a non-tree (p, q)-graph admitting an odd-graceful la-
belling, we do not have some efficient methods for determining
twin odd-graceful matchings of G. We present some examples
depicted in Fig.50. Notice that two odd-graceful (7, 7)-graphs
G1 and G2 have their twin odd-graceful matchings with H1j ∼=
H2j for j ∈ [1, 6], in other words, the twin odd-graceful
matchings of G1 and G2 keep isomorphic configuration, so
G1 and G2 are twisted under the isomorphic configuration
of their own twin odd-graceful matchings. However, the twin
odd-graceful matching H3j (j ∈ [1, 6]) of the odd-graceful
(7, 7)-graph G3 shown in Fig.51 are not isomorphic to that of
G1 and G2 appeared in Fig.50. The above examples tell us
that finding twin odd-graceful matchings of a non-tree graph
is not a slight work.
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Fig. 50. Each odd-graceful (7, 7)-graph Gi has its own twin odd-
graceful matching Hij for j ∈ [1, 6] and i = 1, 2.
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Fig. 51. The odd-graceful (7, 7)-graph G3 has its own twin odd-
graceful matching H3j for j ∈ [1, 6] that differ from those Hij
shown in Fig.50 under configuration meaning.
D. Every-zero Topsnut-matrix groups
An every-zero Topsnut-matrix group Mn(A(G), f) of a
(p, q)-graph G is made by a Topsnut-matrix A1(G) =
27
(X W Y )−1 of G in the way: Ai(G) = (Xi W Yi)−1 with
i ∈ [1, n], where Xi = (x1 + (i− 1), x2 + (i− 1), · · · , xq +
(i−1)) (mod n) and Yi = (y1+(i−1), y2+(i−1), · · · , xy+
(i − 1)) (mod n), and W = (e1, e2, · · · , eq). An example
is shown in Fig.52. We define an operation ⊕ in the form
Ai(G) ⊕ Aj(G), where Ai(G), Aj(G) ∈ Mn(A(G), f). The
addition operation
Ai(G)⊕Aj(G) = Ai+j−k (mod n)(G) (41)
under a zero Ak(G) ∈Mn(A(G), f) means that Xi⊕Xj and
Yi ⊕ Yj defined by
xi + xj − xk = xi+j−k (mod n) (42)
and
yi + yj − yk = yi+j−k (mod n). (43)
By (41), (42) and (43), we can prove that Mn(A(G), f) is
really an every-zero group, we call it an every-zero Topsnut-
matrix group.
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Fig. 52. An every-zero Topsnut-matrix group M13(A(T ), f).
Since there are Ntbp(G) = 3q(1 + 3q) · q! · 2q−1 every-zero
Topsnut-matrix groups in total, we can use them to encrypt
communities of a dynamic network or networks. According
to D(Ai(T )) shown in Fig.52, we get an every-zero TB-paw
group D13(T, f) = {D(Ai(T )) : i ∈ [1, 13]}, where each
D(Ai(T )) is a vev-type TB-paw made by Ai(T ) by a fixed
method (red narrow-line) shown in Fig.52.
E. Matchings in graphic groups
We present: “an every-zero odd-graceful graphic group
Fn(H, f) = {Hi}n1 matches with another odd-graceful
graphic group Fn(L, h) = {Li}n1 if (Hi, Li) is a twin odd-
graceful matching, and (fi, hi) is a twin odd-graceful la-
bellings, where Hi admits an odd-graceful labelling fi, and Li
admits pan-odd-graceful labelling hi.” An example is shown
in Fig.27 and Fig.53: an every-zero odd-graceful graphic
group F14(H, f) = {Hi}n1 shown in Fig.27 matches with
another every-zero odd-graceful graphic group Fn(L, h) =
{Li}n1 shown in Fig.53, since 〈Hi, Li〉 is a twin odd-
graceful matching with i ∈ [1, 14], in which 〈H1, L1〉 is
disconnected, and others 〈Hi, Li〉 are connected. We can
consider F14(H, f) = {Hi}n1 as a group of public keys, and
Fn(L, h) = {Li}n1 as a group of private keys. Correspond-
ingly, Topsnut-matrices A(Hi), A(Li) and A(〈Hi, Li〉) dis-
tribute three TB-paws D(Hi) (as a public key), D(Li) (as a
private key) and D(〈Hi, Li〉) (as an authentication).
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Fig. 53. An every-zero graphic group F14(L, h) matches with the
every-zero graphic group shown in Fig.27, where L1 = H16 shown
in Fig.50.
Moreover, we have discovered that encrypting a network
T by F14(H, f) = {Hi}141 and F14(L, h) = {Li}141 , respec-
tively, the results are the same, see Fig.54.
Theorem 21. Two every-zero odd-graceful graphic groups
Fn(H, f) = {Hi}n1 and Fn(L, h) = {Li}n1 match to each
other. Then Fn(〈Hi, Li〉, fi  hi) obtained by coinciding
each twin odd-graceful matchings (Hi, Li) together, also, is
an every-zero twin odd-graceful graphic group.
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Fig. 54. A tree-like network T was encrypted by two every-
zero graphic groups F14(H, f) and F14(L, h) = {Li}141 : (a)
Net(T, F14(H, f)); (b) Net(T, F14(L, h)).
Corollary 22. Two every-zero Topsnut-matrix groups
Mn(A(G), f) and Mn(A(H), h) have that (G,H) is a twin
odd-graceful matching, (A(G), A(H)) is a twin odd-graceful
Topsnut-matrix matching. Then Fn(〈A(G), A(H)〉, f  h)
is an every-zero Topsnut-matrix group.
F. Noise of TB-paws
There are many well-known methods for encrypting TB-
paws in cryptography. Here, a TB-paw D is encrypted to be
another TB-paw Ecr(D), where Ecr means “encrypt”, we say
Ecr(D) a noise of D, and then the procedure clearing the noise
from Ecr(D) to obtain the original TB-paw D is denoted as
D = E−1cr (Ecr(D)).
Topsnut-gpws made by colors, miscellaneous configurations
and various lines. By comparing Fig.48 with Fig.55, we can
see that the space of pan-Topsnut-gpws is greater than that
of Topsnut-gpws, and less than that of colored pan-Topsnut-
gpws. Let pentacle=pc, pentagon=pg, rectangle=r, triangle=t,
circle=c, yellow=y, purple=p, red=re, blue=bl, green=g, or-
ange=o and black=b in Fig.55(b), we can get a colored TB-paw
Dcb =op303r11opgbl314bbl112tpo415pb213
gpcbl516blbl314rpcbl617303617blbl
314rop303og414cbb202gb516pgblr101.
Some researching works on this topic were introduced in [25]
and [31].
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Fig. 55. (a) A pan-Topsnut-gpw in black and white; (b) a colored
pan-Topsnut-gpw.
TB-paws made by noise. We add English letters into the
following TB-paw
Da =11123134134145145156156
16711134123111122210133,
from Fig.55(a), in order to obtain a noised TB-paw as
Ecr(Da) =1v11bf2313ert41h34145cv14515xs6156yu
1w67cdb111fh3412iuj31111j222op1013w3,
Or we by x = 11, y = 22, z = 33, a = 34 and b = 56 replace
the same numbers of Da, thus, we get a shorted TB-paw as
follows
E′cr(Da) =x1231a1a1451451b1b167x1a123xx2y101z.
Clearing the noise from E′cr(Da) needs the substitution of let-
ters “x, y, z, a, b”. Clearly, combining two methods introduce
above will produce moore noised TB-paws.
G. Topsnut-networks, graphs labelled by Topsnut-gpws
We introduce pan-Topsnut-matchings on graphs as follows.
Definition 27. [33] Let Pag be a set of graphs. A (p, q)-graph
G admits a graph-labelling F : V (G) → Hag , and induced
edge label F (uv) = F (u)(•)F (v) is just a graph having a pan-
matching, where (•) is an operation. Here, a pan-matching
may be: a perfect matching of kuv vertices, kuv-cycle,
kuv-connected, kuv-edge-connected, kuv-colorable, kuv-edge-
colorable, total kuv-colorable, kuv-regular, kuv-girth, kuv-
maximum degree, kuv-clique, {a, b}uv-factor, v-split kuv-
connected, e-split kuv-connected. We call the graph 〈G(•)Pag〉
obtained by joining F (u) with F (uv) and joining F (uv) with
F (v) for each edge uv ∈ E(G) a pan-matching graph. 2
If each Hi of a graph set Pag of graphs admits a labelling fi,
we can label a (p, q)-graph G in the way: F : V (G) → Pag ,
such that each edge uivj ∈ E(G) is balled by F (uivj) =
F (ui) • F (vj) = Hi •Hj = αi,j(fi, fj), where α(fi, fj) is a
reversible function with fj = αi,j(fi), and fi = α−1i,j (fj).
1) Self-similar Topsnut-networks: There are many self-
similar networks in the world. We will construct self-similar
Topsnut-networks and then label them to generate more com-
plex Topsnut-gpws for producing TB-paws. Let us star with
an example depicted in Fig.56.
Step 1. We use a labelling F1 to label the vertices of H
shown in Fig.27 by the elements of an every-zero graphic
group F14(H, f) pictured in Fig.27, such that each edge uv ∈
E(H) is labelled as
Huv = F1(uv) = F1(u)⊕ F1(v) = Hu ⊕Hv (44)
for Hu, Hv ∈ F14(H, f), and F1(E(H)) = {F (uv) : uv ∈
V (H)} = {H1, H3, H5, H7, H9, H11, H13}. The labelled well
graph is denoted as G (see Fig.56), and we say G admits
an odd-graceful group-cloring/group-labelling. Next, we join
some vertex xu of Hu with some vertex xuv of Huv by an
edge xuxuv , and join some vertex yv of Hv with some vertex
yuv of Huv by an edge yvyuv . Finally, we have constructed a
large graph G1 = 〈H ← F14(H, f)〉 (see Fig.56), and write
E(G1) = E1,1∪E1,2, where each edge of E1,1 is not labelled,
each edge of E1,2 is labelled. We say each subgraph Hi of
G1 to be a block.
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Step 2. Next, we define a labelling F2 to label the vertices
of each block Hi by the elements of the every-zero graphic
group F14(H, f), such that each edge xy ∈ E(Hi) of the
block Hi of G1 is labelled as
Hxy = F2(xy) = F2(x)⊕ F2(y) = Hx ⊕Hy,
under the zero Hi (we call this case as self-zero hereafter, see
Fig.57) and join some vertex sx of Hx with some vertex txy
of Hxy by an edge sxtxy , and join some vertex ay of Hy
with some vertex bxy of Hxy by an edge aybxy . The resulting
graph is denoted as G2. Thereby, E(G2) = E2,1 ∪ E2,2,
where each edge of E2,1 is not labelled, each edge of
E2,2 is labelled. This procedure is called “doing a graph-
labelling to G1 by Fn(H, f) under the self-zero”, we write
G2 = 〈G1 ← F14(H, f)〉.
Step 3. Go on in this way, we get self-similar Topsnut-
networks G1, G2, . . . , Gn with Gi+1 = 〈Gi ← F14(H, f)〉
for i ∈ [1, n − 1] (see Fig.58), in which each Gj is similar
with the origin graph H exhibited in Fig.56.
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Fig. 56. H is shown in Fig.27; G is the resulting from H labelled
by the elements of an every-zero graphic group F14(H, f) pictured
in Fig.27 and admits an odd-graceful group-coloring (there are two
H13); and G1 is a self-similar Topsnut-network.
We have the construction of the self-similar Topsnut-
network Gi+1 = 〈Gi ← F14(H, f)〉 shown in Fig.58 based
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Fig. 57. In an every-zero graphic group F14(H, f), H admits an odd-
graceful group-coloring under each self-zero Hi with i ∈ [1, 14].
Fig. 58. A scheme of the construction of the self-similar Topsnut-
network Gi+1 = 〈Gi ← F14(H, f)〉.
on the self-zeros shown in Fig.57. It is noticeable, H admits
an odd-graceful group-coloring under each self-zero Hi of the
every-zero graphic group F14(H, f). By Theorem 8, we have
Theorem 23. If the graph H in an every-zero graphic group
Fn(H, f) is a tree, then H = H1 and each self-similar
Topsnut-network 〈〈Hi ← Fn(H, f)〉 with i ∈ [1, n] admits
an odd-graceful group-coloring/labelling under each self-zero
Hi ∈ Fn(H, f).
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Notice that each self-similar Topsnut-network 〈〈Hi ←
Fn(H, f)〉 admits an odd-graceful group-coloring/labelling
differs from 〈Gi ← F14(H, f)〉. In general, we use an every-
zero graphic group Fn(H, f) to label the graph H to produce
a self-similar Topsnut-networks G1, we call such procedure
as “doing a graph-labelling to H by Fn(H, f) under the
self-zero”, denoted as G1 = 〈H ← Fn(H, f)〉, so “doing
a graph-labelling to G1 by Fn(H, f) under the self-zero”
gives us G2 = 〈G1 ← Fn(H, f)〉, · · · , “doing a graph-
labelling to Gi by Fn(H, f) under the self-zero” gives us
Gi+1 = 〈Gi ← Fn(H, f)〉 for i ∈ [1, n − 1]. Clearly,
E(Gi) = Ei,1 ∪ Ei,2 such that
⋃i−1
k=1Ek,1 ⊂ Ei,1.
There are the following advantages about self-similar
Topsnut-networks for the difficulty of Topsnut-gpws:
(1) We can use a zero Hk in the construction of self-similar
Topsnut-networks for all “doing a graph-labelling to Gi by
Fn(H, f)”, so a self-similar Topsnut-network may differ from
other self-similar Topsnut-network.
(2) Since here are many ways to join two blocks, so there
are many self-similar Topsnut-networks Gi = 〈Gi−1 ←
Fn(H, f)〉 at time step i.
(3) Self-similar Topsnut-networks have giant numbers of
vertices and edges based on Fn(H, f) with the smaller num-
bers of vertices and edges of H .
(4) We can relabel those unlabelled edges of a self-similar
Topsnut-networks Gi+1 = 〈Gi ← Fn(H, f)〉 for i ∈ [1, n−1]
for generating Topsnut-gpws.
2) Graphs labelled by planer graphs: We present the
following methods for labelling graphs.
• Edge-magic total graph-labelling. We build up a con-
nection between popular labellings and graph-labellings as
follows.
Definition 28. ∗ Let Mpg(p, q) be the set of maximal planar
graphs Hi of i + 3 vertices with i ∈ [1, p + q], where each
face of each planar graph Hi is a triangle. We use a total
labelling f to label the vertices and edges of a (p, q)-graph G
with the elements of Mpg(p, q), such that i + ij + j = k (a
constant), where f(ui) = Hi, f(uivj) = Hij and f(vj) = Hj
for each edges uivj ∈ E(G). We say f an edge-magic total
graph-labelling of G based on Mpg(p, q). 2
Definition 28 tells us there are many graph-labellings that
are similar with popular labellings introduced in [3] and [33].
Theorem 24. If a tree of p vertices admits a set-ordered
graceful labelling, then it admits an edge-magic total graph-
labelling based on Mpg(p, p− 1).
• Four-coloring triangularly edge-identifying graph-
labelling. In [37], the authors introduce the triangularly
edge-identifying operation and triangular edge-subdivision
operation. Let FTPG be the set of planar graphs such that
each one of FTPG has its outer face to be triangle and a
proper 4-coloring. In Fig.59, a planar graph ∆(Tl, Tr, Tb)
admits a 4-coloring obtained by three 4-colorings fl, fr
and fb, so ∆(Tl, Tr, Tb) ∈ FTPG. The procedure of building
up ∆(Tl, Tr, Tb) is called a triangularly edge-identifying
operation. Conversely, subdividing G(Tl, Tr, Tb) into Tl, Tr
and Tb is called a triangular edge-subdivision operation. We
have:
Definition 29. ∗ A (p, q)-graph G admits a total labelling
h : V (G) ∪E(G)→ FTPG, such that each edge uivj ∈ E(G)
holds that f(ui) = Ti, f(uivj) = Tij and f(vj) = Tj induce
a planar graph ∆(Ti, Tij , Tj) admitting a 4-coloring, and then
we say G admits a 4-coloring triangularly edge-identifying
graph-labelling. 2
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Fig. 59. The scheme for illustrating the triangularly edge-identifying and
triangular edge-subdivision operations.
By Definition 29, we use the (p, q)-graph G admitting
a 4-coloring triangularly edge-identifying graph-labelling to
construct graphs in the following ways:
(1) Notice that Ti, Tij , Tj are 4-colorable, for each edge
uivj ∈ E(G), we coincide a vertex ui of Ti with another
vertex xij of Tij when ui and xij are colored with the same
number, and we coincide a vertex vj of Tj with a vertex yij
of Tij if vj and yij are colored with the same number. The
resulting graph 〈G,FTPG〉 is 4-coloring, also, a Topsnut-gpw.
Clearly, there are many graphs 〈G,FTPG〉.
(2) For each edge uivj ∈ E(G), we coincide f(ui) =
Ti, f(uivj) = Tij and f(vj) = Tj into a planar graph
∆(Ti, Tij , Tj) (see Fig. 59), the resulting graph denoted as
〈G,∆(Ti, Tij , Tj), FTPG〉 is 4-colorable. An example is ex-
hibited in Fig.60.
By induction, it is not hard to show:
Theorem 25. Any tree admits a 4-coloring triangularly edge-
identifying graph-labelling.
w
x xw
w
y yw
w
z zw
w
ywTy
x
Txw
zzw
Fig. 60. (a) A star K4; (b) 〈K4,∆(Ti, Tij , Tj)〉.
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• Semi-planar graph-labelling.
A semi-maximal planar graph has a unique no-triangular
face (is not a triangle), other faces are triangles; the bound of
the unique no-triangular face is denoted as C, so we write this
semi-maximal planar graph as GC ([26], [27], [28], [29]).
In Fig.61, both graphs GC and G
C
are two semi-maximal
planar graphs, and G (see Fig.61(c)) is a maximal planar graph
obtained by coinciding GC with G
C
in one edge by one edge
on the cycle C. Conversely, we do an edge-split operation to
each edge of the cycle C of G, the resulting graphs are just
GC and G
C
(see Fig.61(a) and (b)).
We use a total coloring/labelling F to label the vertices and
edges of a (p, q)-graph H with the elements of a set Semi(n)
of semi-maximal planar graphs of orders ≤ n, such that
F (uv) = Guv = G
C
uv ∪G
C
uv = F (u) ∪ F (v)
for each edge uv ∈ E(H), where GCuv, G
C
uv ∈ Semi(n) (see
Fig.61(d)). We say that the (p, q)-graph H admits a semi-
planar graph-labelling F .
Suppose that each semi-maximal planar graph of Semi(n)
admits a 4-coloring. Then, we coincide a vertex x of GCuv
with a vertex x′ of G if x and x′ are colored with the same
number, and coincide a vertex y of G
C
uv with a vertex y
′ of
G if y and y′ are colored with the same number. Finally, we
get an encrypted network Net(H,Semi(n)).
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Fig. 61. (a) and (b) are two semi-maximal planar graphs GC and GC ; (c) a
maximal planar graph G = GC ∪GC ; (d) an edge uv and its two ends are
labelled by GC , GC and G.
VII. FURTHER RESEARCHING PROBLEMS
We present the following problems for further researching
the translation from Topsnut-gpws to vv-type/vev-type TB-
paws. It may be interesting to study these problems, since our
researching on them is only a beginning, and the gained results
are more junior.
FRP-1. Determine the number of non-isomorphic caterpil-
lars of p vertices. How many set-ordered odd-graceful/odd-
elegant labellings does a caterpillar admit?
FRP-2. Does each lobster admit a multiple edge-meaning
vertex labelling defined in Definition 6?
FRP-3. The fact of lobsters admitting odd-graceful/odd-
elegant labellings were proven by caterpillars admitting set-
ordered odd-graceful/odd-elegant labellings, determine set-
ordered odd-graceful/odd-elegant labellings admitted by lob-
sters. Furthermore, how many labellings do lobsters admit?
FRP-4. Since a Topsnut-gpw G is a network, find: (i) all
possible non-isomorphic caterpillars of G; (ii) all possible non-
isomorphic lobsters of G; (iii) all possible non-isomorphic
spanning trees with the maximum number of leaves in G;
(iv) all possible non-isomorphic generalized sun-graphs (like
T + u1un presented in Cycle-neighbor-method) of G.
FRP-5. Let P3 × Pq be a lattice in xoy-plan. There are
points (i, j) on the lattice P3 × Pq with i ∈ [1, 3] and
j ∈ [1, q]. If a continuous fold-line L with initial point (a, b)
and terminal point (c, d) on P3×Pq is internally disjoint and
contains all points (i, j) of P3 × Pq , we call L a total TB-
paw line. Find all possible total TB-paw lines. In general, let
{Li}m1 = {L1, L2, . . . , Lm} be a set of m continuous disjoint
fold-lines on P3 × Pq , where each Li has own initial point
(ai, bi) and terminal point (ci, di). If {Li}m1 contains all points
(i, j) of P3 × Pq , we call {Li}m1 a group of TB-paw lines,
here it is not allowed (ai, bi) = (ci, di) for each Li. Find all
possible groups {Li}m1 of TB-paw lines for m ∈ [1, 3q].
FRP-6. If each spanning tree of a connected graph G is a
lobster, we call G to be lobster-pure or a lobster-graph. Find
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the graph G to be
lobster-pure.
FRP-7. Adding randomly k leaves to a given tree produces
new trees. Enumerate these new trees.
FRP-8. Find all multiple-meaning vertex matching parti-
tions (V,E) of [0, 2q − 1] (see Definition 6). Suppose that E
and V = [0, q−1] are two subsets of [0, 2q−1], such that each
c ∈ E corresponds a, b ∈ V to form an ev-matching (acb).
We call (V,E) a multiple-meaning vertex matching partition
of [0, 2q−1], for each c ∈ E and its ev-matching (acb), if: (1)
a+c+b =a constant k, and E = [1, q]; (2) a+c+b =a constant
k′, and E = [p, p+ q − 1]; (3) c = a+ b (mod q), and E =
[0, q−1]; (4) |a+b−c−f(uv)| =a constant k′′, and E = [1, q];
(5) c =an odd number for each c ∈ E holding E = [1, 2q−1]o,
and {a + c + b : c ∈ E and its ev-matching (acb)} = [α, β]
with β − α+ 1 = q.
FRP-9. Find all graceful-intersection (an odd-graceful-
intersection) total set-matching partition of [1, q]2 (or [1, 2q−
1]2) (see Definition 7). Let V and E be two subsets of
[1, q]2 (or [1, 2q − 1]2), such that each set c ∈ E corresponds
two sets a, b ∈ V to form an ev-matching (acb). Suppose
that c = a ∩ b and dc ∈ c is a representative of c. If
{dc : c ∈ E} = [1, q] (or [1, 2q − 1]o), then we call (V,E) a
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graceful-intersection (an odd-graceful-intersection) total set-
matching partition of [1, q]2 (or [1, 2q − 1]2).
FRP-10. For a sequence {Hij}q1 of an every-zero graphic
group Fn(H,h), determine: (1) an {Hij}q1-sequence group-
labelling of a tree having q edges; (2) an {Hij}q1-sequence
group-labelling or an {Hij}q1-sequence group-coloring of a
connected (p, q)-graph. Does the graph H in Fn(H,h) admit
an odd-graceful (an {Hij}q1-sequence) group-coloring under
each self-zero Hi ∈ Fn(H, f) with {i1, i2, i3, . . . , iq} =
[1, 2q − 1]o?
FRP-11. Identifying Cn by the non-adjacent identifying
operation, how many Euler’s graphs can we get?
FRP-12. For a tree T of q edges, and an every-zero graphic
group F (H) having at least q elements, determine that T
admits an {Hi}q1-sequence group-labelling for any {Hi}q1.
FRP-13. For {Si}q1 with Si ∈ [1, q+1]2, here it is allowed
Si = Sj for some i 6= j, find a vertex labelling f : V (G) →
[1, q+1]2 of a (p, q)-graph G, and induces f(uivi) = f(ui)∩
f(vi) = Si, where: (1) consecutive sets Si = [ai, bi], ai+1 =
ai + 1, bi+1 = bi + 1; (2) Fibonacci sequences |S1| = 1,
|S2| = 1, and |Si+1| = |Si−1|+ |Si|; (3) generalized rainbow
sequence Si = [a, bi] with bi < bi+1, the regular rainbow
sequence Si = [1, i] with i ∈ [2, q]; (4) |Si| = i, where Si =
{ai,1, ai,2, . . . ai,i}; (5) f : V (G) → [1, q + 1]2, f(uv) =
f(u) ∪ f(v), and f(V (G)) ∪ f(E(G)) = [1, N ]2 with N ≤
q + 1.
FRP-14. For a simple and connected graph H , determine
its v-split connectivity γvs(H) and its e-split connectivity
γes(H). Characterize connected graphs having e-split k-
connectivity.
FRP-15. If H admits some odd-graceful/odd-elegant la-
belling f , we ask: (1) Does it admit some perfect odd-
graceful/odd-elegant labellings? (2) How many graphs G
matching with H are there, where G admits odd-graceful/odd-
elegant labelling g such that g(E(G)) = f(V (H)) \X∗ and
g(V (G)) \X∗ = f(E(H)) for X∗ = g(V (G)) ∩ f(V (H))?
FRP-16. Is a spanning tree having maximum leaves the
same as a spanning tree having the shortest diameter in a
network? Or characterize them two.
FRP-17. Given a matrix A3×q with integer elements, by
what condition A3×q is a Topsnut-matrix of some Topsnut-
gpw G?
FRP-18. Given a string D with positive integers, how to
construct a matrix A3×q by D such that A3×q is just a Topsnut-
matrix of some Topsnut-gpw G?
FRP-19. Applying random walks, Markov chains to
Topsnut-gpws for generating random vv-type/vev-type TB-
paws.
FRP-20. A spider with three legs of length 2 is denoted as
A2,2,2. If each spanning tree of a graph G is a caterpillar,
we call G to be caterpillar-pure, and G is a caterpillar-
graph. Jamison et al. [43] have shown: “A connected graph
is caterpillar-pure if and only if it does not contain any aster
A2,2,2 as a (not necessarily induced) subgraph”. We hope to
describe caterpillar-graphs in detail and concrete.
FRP-21. Suppose that two trees T,H of p vertices are 6C-
complementary matching to each other. We use two every-
zero graphic groups Fn(T, f) and Fn(H, g) to encrypt a
connected (p, q)-graph G respectively, and we get two en-
crypted networks Net(G,Fn(T, f)) and Net(G,Fn(H, g)).
Does Fn(T, f) matches with Fn(H, g)? And, moreover does
Net(G,Fn(T, f)) matches with Net(G,Fn(H, g))?
FRP-22. For a given non-tree (p, q)-graph G admitting
odd-graceful labellings f1, f2, . . . , fm in total, find all possible
twin odd-graceful matchings of G.
FRP-23. Topsnut-gpw sequences {G(ki,di)}m1 can encrypt
graphs/networks. Determine what graphs/networks can be en-
crypted by what Topsnut-gpw sequences {G(ki,di)}m1 .
FRP-24. Collect possible image-labellings about labellings
of graph theory, and determine graphs admitting these image-
labellings.
FRP-25. Define new graph-labellings, like the edge-magic
total graph-labelling defined in Definition 28, and determine
graphs/networks admitting these new graph-labellings.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have found the number of all Topsnut-matrices Avev(G)
of a (p, q)-graph G and the number DTBp(G) of vv-
type/vev-type TB-paws generated from the Topsnut-matrices.
Based on Topsnut-configurations, we have shown Path-
neighbor-method, Cycle-neighbor-method, Lobster-neighbor-
method, Spider-neighbor-method and Euler-Hamilton-method
for generating vv-type/vev-type TB-paws by providing effi-
cient and polynomial algorithms. We use Topsnut-matrices to
make vv-type/vev-type TB-paws, the results on this method
indicate that Topsnut-matrices are powerful in deriving vv-
type/vev-type TB-paws, since there are many random ways in
Topsnut-matrices. Another important method is to encrypt a
network by an every-zero graphic group, and we have list
advantages about encrypted networks. It is noticeable, our
methods for generating vv-type/vev-type TB-paws can trans-
formed into algorithms, we, also, introduce the LOBSTER-
algorithm and the TREE-GROUP-COLORING algorithm.
Our algorithms enables us to transform Topsnut-gpws made
by caterpillars, lobsters and spiders, as well as generalized
trees on them, into TB-paws. It is noticeable, the complexity
of encrypted networks by every-zero graphic groups tells the
provable security of encrypted networks, especially, scale-
free tree-like networks in which a few number of vertices
control other vertices over 80 percenter of networks. We
discussed every-zero graphic group Fn(H, f) = {Hi}n1 ,
every-zero Topsnut-matrix group Mn(A(G), f), every-zero
TB-paw group Dn(T, f) and composed graphic group
Fn(〈Hi, Li〉, fi  hi) made by two every-zero graphic
groups Fn(H, f) = {Hi}n1 and Fn(L, h) = {Li}n1 .
Moreover, Topsnut-gpw sequences {G(ki,di)}m1 can encrypt
graphs/networks.
Topsnut-gpws are based on the open structural crypto-
graphic platform, that is, this platform allows people make
themselves pan-Topsnut-gpws by their remembered and fa-
vorite knowledge. We believe: “If a project has its practical
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and effective application, and has mathematics as its support,
it can go far. The practical application gives it long life, and
mathematics makes it growing stronger and going faster. This
project feedbacks material comforts to people, and returns new
objects and new problems to mathematics.”
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Appendix A. LARGEDEGREE-NEIGHBOR-FIRST
Algorithm
Let N(X) and N(u) be the sets of neighbors of a vertex
u and a set X . A vertex set S of a (p, q)-graph G is called a
dominating set of G if each vertex x ∈ V (G) \ S is adjacent
with some vertex y ∈ S, and moreover the dominating set
S is connected if the induced graph over S is a connected
subgraph of G.
Input. A connected and simple graphs G = (V,E).
Output. A spanning tree and a connected dominating set
of G.
Step 1. Let S1 := N(u1) ∪ {u1}, degG(u1) = ∆(G), and
T1 is a tree with vertex set S1, k := 1.
Step 2. If Yk = V \ (Sk ∪ N(Sk)) 6= ∅, goto Step 3,
otherwise Step 4.
Step 3. Select vertex uk+1 ∈ L(Tk) holds degG(uk+1) ≥
degG(x) (x ∈ L(Tk)), and let Sk+1 := Sk∪N∗(uk+1), where
N∗(uk+1) = N(uk+1) \ (N(uk+1) ∩ Sk), Tk+1 := Tk +
{uk+1u′ : u′ ∈ N∗(uk+1)}, k := k + 1, goto Step 2.
Step 4. For Yk = ∅, y ∈ V \V (Tk+1), do: y is adjacent wit
v ∈ V (Tk+1) when degTk+1(v) ≥ degTk+1(x), xy ∈ E. The
resulting tree is denoted as T ∗.
Step 5. Return a connected dominating set Sk = V (Tk)
and the spanning tree T ∗.
Appendix B. PREDEFINED-NODES Algorithm
Input. A connected graph G = (V,E), and indicate a subset
S = {u1, u2, . . . , um} of G.
Output. A connected dominating set X of G such that
S ⊆ X .
Step 1. Add new vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vm} to G, and join
vi with a vertex ui of S by an edge, i ∈ [1,m]. The resulting
graph is denoted asG∗, such that V (G∗) = V (G) ∪ {vi : i ∈
[1,m]} and E(G∗) = E(G) ∪ {uivi : i ∈ [1,m]}.
Step 2. Find a connected dominating set X ′ of G∗.
Step 3. Return a connected dominating set X = X ′ of G.
Appendix C. LARGEDEGREE-PRESERVE Algorithm
Input. A scale-free network N (t0) = (p(u, k, t0), G(t0)).
G = G(t0) with n vertices, and degG(vi) ≥ degG(vi+1), i =
1, 2, . . . , n− 1, ∆(G) = degG(v1) > 1. A constant k satisfies
δ(G) < k < ∆(G), degG(vl) ≥ k, but degG(vl+1) < k.
Output. A spanning tree T ∗ of G, such that the vertices
of T ∗ hold degG(vi) ≥ degG(vi+1) (i = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1), and
k > degG(v), v ∈ V (G) \ {v1, v2, . . . , vl}.
Step 1. Let W1 = N [v1] := N(v1)∪{v1}, an induced graph
G[W1] over W1.
Step 2. If Ni,i+1 = N [vi+1] ∩ Wi = ∅, let Wi+1 :=
Wi ∪ N [vi+1], and an induced graph G[Wi+1]; if Ni,i+1 6=
∅, take a vertex xi,i+1 ∈ N(vi+1) ∩ Wi with property
degG(xi,i+1) ≥ degG(x) (x ∈ N(vi+1) ∩ Wi), and an
induced graph G[Wi+1], where Wi+1 := Wi ∪ Wi,i+1 and
Wi,i+1 := (N [vi+1] \Ni,i+1) ∪ {xi,i+1}.
Step 3. If degG(vi) ≥ k, goto Step 2, and goto Step 4,
otherwise.
Step 4. Apply modified BFS-algorithm (Breadth-First
Search Algorithm). Let S := Wi, R := {v0} for v0 ∈ N(Wi),
deg(v0, v0) := 0.
Step 5. If R = ∅, denoted the found spanning tree as T ∗,
goto Step 7. If R 6= ∅, goto Step 6.
Step 6. The vertex v is the first vertex of R, take y ∈
N(v) \ (R∪S) holding degG(y) ≥ degG(x) (x ∈ N(v)); put
y into R, such that is the last of R; and take v from R, and
then put v into S. Lt deg(v0, y) := deg(v0, v) + 1, goto Step
5.
Step 7. Return the spanning tree T ∗.
The spanning tree T ∗ found by LARGEDEGREE-
PRESERVE Algorithm has its own number of leaves to be
approximate to the number of leaves of each spanning tree
Tmax having maximal leaves, and the connected dominating
set S∗ = V (T ∗) \L(T ∗) approximates to D+-minimal domi-
nating set [38]. As we have known, no polynomial algorithm
for finding: (i) L+-balanced set; (ii) optimal cut set H[S−];
(iii) D−-minimal dominating set and D+-minimal dominating
set; (iv) k-distance dominating set. Unterschu¨tz and Turau
[49] have shown the probabilistic self-stabilizing algorithm
(PSS-algorithm) for looking connected dominating set ([48]).
PSS-algorithm is suitable large scale of networks, especially
good for those networks having larger degree vertices. PSS-
algorithm consists of three subprogrammes: Finding maximal
independent set (MIS) first, and find weak connected set
(WCDS), the last step is for finding connected dominating
set (CDS).
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